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Buick, Thomas Russell. MSCE, Purdue University, June
1968. Analysis and Synthesis of Highway Pavement Design.
Major Professor: Joseph C. Oppenlander.
To better understand the art and science of pavement
design, an examination of three flexible and three rigid
highway design techniques was executed to determine the
relative effects of various design parameters on pavement
thickness and to synthesize simplified design methods for
the two pavement types. The analysis phase of this investi-
gation consists of organizing the design-process logic into
a hierarchy structure and formulating each technique into a
comprehensive mathematical or graphical thickness model. An
evaluation of the influences on thickness of the major design
factors by a sensitivity analysis with a theoretical and two
practical measures of parameter importance, a study of the
parameter variations tolerated by selected thickness change
constraints and a least squares fitting of appropriate
equations to parameter-thickness data preceded the development
of simplified flexible and rigid pavement design methods.
The hierarchy structure of design-process logic and the
theoretical measure of parameter importance reveal considerable
differences among techniques as to the process of resolving
xiv
design thicknesses and to the relative theoretical influence
of various parameters that estimate the same major design
factors. However, the practical parameter importance. measures,
which account for variations in parameter values as well as
the formulated parameter-thickness relationship, demonstrate
a greater similarity in the importance of generic factors
among design methods. For flexible pavement design, traffic
load and subgrade support are the more influencial factors
in the determination of pavement thickness. Traffic load and
pavement structural properties exert the greater influence on
rigid pavement thickness requirements. Design precision is
presently not commensurate with design or construction thickness
tolerances. Of the various model approximations of the
parameter-thickness relationships, the linear model is prefer-
able because it best expresses the thickness design relation-
ships and is statistically efficient. The simplified design
methods, which were developed from a synthesis of data gener-
ated for the three flexible and for the three rigid techniques,
relate thickness to the two more important independent design
variables for each type of pavement.
INTRODUCTION
An important highway pavement design objective is the
provision of an acceptable riding surface that can withstand
the deteriorating effects of traffic and environment for the
service life of the facility. This goal is considered an
integral part of the total highway transportation program
and is constantly sought in quantitative measures. The yearly
expenditures of time, money and manpower on pavement research
attest to the importance of developing the highway pavement
design process to meet more effectively the increasing demands
on the highway structure.
In the early 1900's, most highway construction was
dedicated to improving the movement of farm prodtice to the
urban market. High speed -high volume roads were not yet
part of the highway image, and there was little need to
evaluate extensively the variables of soil, environment,
traffic and paving materials as they related to the performance
of these early roads. Since that era, travel (in terms of
road users, vehicles per person and miles per vehicle) has
increased and, along with increasing vehicle weights, has
produced greater demands on the expanded network of highway
facilities. These increased requirements necessitated an
Improvement in the quality of pavement structures. As the
highway transportation system was expanded, a more refined
concept of a "good" road evolved, and the need for highways
to be planned, designed, constructed and maintained to meet
various physical demands (load, repetition of loads, climate,
etc.) and to satisfy the subjective desires of the road users
fostered an increasingly quantitative science of highway
pavement design.
To provide roads of the quality needed today, the factors
which are extrinsic to the pavement and which have a signifi-
cant effect on the required structure must be evaluated.
Based on the evaluation of these extrinsic factors, the design
thickness and intrinsic properties of the pavement structure
must be ascertained so that the highway exhibits a desired
level of performance over the life of the structure. Much
research has been performed to evaluate these factors which
are assumed to be important to the design of the pavement
thickness. These physical demands are generally categorized
into the intrinsic structural factors specified by the design
product and into the extrinsic factors of supporting soils,
traffic loads and various environmental factors. The per-
formance criteria of pavement design Is the standard of
judgment used to evaluate the ability of the highway "to
serve" and is the encompassing design factor which reflects
the subjective desires of road users for a "good" pavement.













Various measurable parameters are used to quantify
physical and subjective demands, and numerous design techniques
are available which combine in a logical manner these design
parameters to determine the required pavement thickness.
Several supporting soil or subgrade parameters used in pavement
design are California Bearing Ratio, modulus of subgrade
reaction, resistance value, group index and soil support
value. Examples of traffic parameters include equivalent
wheel load, equivalent 18 -kip single-axle load, traffic index,
Corps of Engineers design index and Portland Cement Associ-
ation's (PCAl controlling wheel load. While the environment
has a gieat influence on the behavior of pavements, successful
attempts to quantify and explicitly incorporate environmental
parameters into design are lacking. Depth of frost pene-
tration, reduced subgrade strength, Kansas saturation coef-
ficient, Wyoming design factor and American Association of
State Highway Officials (AASHO) regional factor are introduced
into several design procedures to simulate environmental
effects. The intrinsic structural factors of paving materials
are the more precisely evaluated design parameters and often
are quantified as modulus of elasticity, flexural strength or
modulus of rupture, Poisson's ratio, cohesiometer value,
gravel equivalent, California Bearing Ratio and coefficients
of relative strength.
Tolerable deflection, allowable stress and degree of
cracking are examples of failure criteria that estimate levels
of performance provided by the pavement. The subjective
desires of road users have recently been measured as another
factor in the evaluation of pavement performance. These
requirements depend on the riding quality of the pavement
and have been quantified in terms of an arbitrary "service-
ability" rating. This rating has been correlated with
various measures of pavement conditions and defects. Thus,
measurements of the subjective and physical factors which
logically form the basis of pavement design are approximated
by parameter design values, and these measures are combined
to determine a required pavement thickness which is judged
suitable for the conditions anticipated during the design life
In practice, the design process usually follows the
procedure of a particular design method. However, available
techniques differ in the design parameters considered, the
definition of parameter values and the quantitative manner
in which selected design values are related to thickness.
Construction inspection and quality control of pavement
thickness, subgrade support and quality of structural com-
ponents vary so that conformance to or identification of
discrepancies from the parameter values used to determine
design thicknesses is not consistent within and among road
building agencies. Pavements designed for the same traffic
load, soil support and environmental conditions, built of
the same quality of material and workmanship and expected to
exhibit similar performance characteristics should be equal
in thickness regardless of the agency responsible for the
design and construction. Such agreement is not the case
because, in addition to the differences of the various design
procedures available, much engineering experience and sub-
jective judgment enter into the decisions required for resolving
the design of pavement thicknesses.
Determining a satisfactory design thickness is inherently
difficult, and the optimum design can not be ascertained even
though the major factors affecting pavement thickness have
been identified. Fart of this problem is due to the uniqueness
of the road structure and the conditions under which the
facility must serve. A pavement is a thin narrow structure
relative to its length and is built at or near the ground
surface. Thus, a single design, which is seldom changed over
the contracted length of the roadway, must satisfy a variety
of subgrades and environmental influences. The heterogeneous
nature of pavement building materials and their changing
behavior with time and ambient conditions also contribute to
the uncertainty of the pavement design process. While design
is logically influenced by the performance expected of the
pavement, methods of pavement evaluation and definitions of
failure conditions have not always been clearly delimited
for economical engineering purposes.
The purposes of this research were to identify and
examine the relative effects on design thickness of various
design parameters which measure the su.bgrade support, traffic
load, pavement material properties, environmental factors
and performance criteria and to develop a simplified pavement
design method. Three flexible and three rigid pavement design
methods, which are representative of present design practices,
were structured into a hierarchy of design-process logic and
were analyzed to define the important set of pavement design
variables considered in each design process. The relative
importance of these design factors was determined in a
sensitivity analysis which was developed to investigate the
impact of changes in parameter values on the pavement system.
Pavement thickness limitations were selected to illustrate
the variabilities of design factors allowed before major
changes in the final design are required. Tolerable change,
when compared to actual variability encountered in some
design factors, resulted in a verification of or suggested
changes in present design techniques and construction and
inspection practices. The feasibility of a simplified design
method which contained only the more significant design
factors was evident from the results of the sensitivity
analysis.
A better understanding of the state of the art and
science of pavement design has resulted from this research.
Suggested modifications of current design and construction
practices are permitted by indicating deficient phases of
the pavement design process and related activities. The
following specific benefits were a consequence of this
research investigation.
1. A more advanced basis on which better pavement
design decisions can be made and justified vias afforded by
structuring several design methods into a hierarchy of design-
process logic, by identifying imprecision, inaccuracy and
uncertainty in the design parameters and by examining the
resultant effects on design thickness or expected performance.
2. The sensitivity analysis of the physical and subjective
factors affecting thickness and expected pavement performance
permitted the identification of the significant design
parameters. The effect of actual deviations associated with
these parameter design values demonstrated those phases of
the design process requiring closer attention and study and
indicated areas where design information is excessively
precise.
3. Positive recommendations, based on the analysis of
parameter precision required to meet selected thickness change
limitations are presented regarding:
a. The degree of quality control needed in paving
materials,
b. The extent of soil investigations required
for the route.
c. The precision of traffic prediction needed and
d. The tolerance in thickness allowed in construction,
4. Simplified design methods for rigid and flexible
pavements were developed in context with the precision of the
data used in ascertaining the selected design parameter values.
This research further attempted to clarify the relation-
ships among design parameters, design methods and pavement
performance to provide a more comprehensive and rational
appraisal of pavement systems for the evaluation and justifi-
cation of pavement thickness design techniques. The design
of a riding surface for the anticipated extrinsic and intrinsic
physical demands and for the performance desires of the road
users over the service life of the proposed pavement has been
advanced. More realistic decisions to be made in the pavement
design process are now possible, and the ability to attain
the objectives of pavement design and the goals of highway
transportation hopefully has been enhanced by this research.
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PROCEDURE
The procedure used in the analysis of selected pavement
design techniques and in the formation of simplified pavement
design methods is subdivided into si:c phases:
1. Selection of pavement design methods,
2. Structuring of the design-process logic,
3. modeling of the design techniques,
k. Sensitivity analysis,
5. Investigation of tolerable parameter variations and
6. Development of simplified pavement design methods.
A general description of these activities follows, but more
detailed elaboration of the procedure is presented in those
sections where exceptions warrant additional discussion.
Selection of lavement Design Methods
Because numerous techniques exist for the design of
highway pavements, selection of several design methods was
necessary to carry out this research investigation. Common
usage of the technique, a rational approach to resolving the
design thickness and the availability of literature pertaining
to the design method were the main criteria used in selecting
the six design methods for analysis. The pavement design
methods which best satisfy these criteria and which represent
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present design practices are for flexible pavement structures:
1. The AASHO Interim Guide for the Design of Flexible
Pavement Structures (AA3H0 Flexible)
,
2. The Corps of Engineers Flexible Pavement Design for
Roads, Streets, Walks and Open Storage Areas (Corps
Flexible) and
3. The California Highway Department Stabilometer
Design Method (California Stabilometer).
For rigid pavements the following three methods were chosen
for consideration:
1. The AASHO Interim Guide for the Design of Rigid
Pavement Structures (AASHO Rigid)
,
2. The Corps of Engineers Design Method for Rigid
Pavements for Roads, Streets, Walks and Open
Storage Areas (Corps Rigid) and
3. Thickness Design for Concrete Pavements by the
Portland Cement Association (FCA Rigid).
These six pavement design techniques were the primary sources
of Information on which this research investigation was
predicated.
Structuring of the Design-Process Logic
Each design method used in this study was structured
into a hierarchy of design-process logic. This organization
of design methods into a ranking of design factors as they
are considered in the design process permits a systematic
examination of the logic employed in determining the required
12
pavement thickness. A sample hierarchy chart, which is
shown as Figure 2, illustrates the ordering of those items
involved in the design rationale. Headed by the final design
product which is pavement thickness, the chart depicts the
major design parameters and the subordinate factors which
influence the selection of the design values.
The hierarchy structure of design-process logic is
conceptualized as having an objective and three levels of
successive pavement design considerations:
1. While the design objective is a serviceable yet
economical structure, this goal is finally manifested
by a specified pavement thickness. For rigid
pavements the thickness of the concrete slab is the
final design product, and the layer thicknesses of
surface, base and subbase structural components,
which sum to a total flexible pavement thickness,
also conform to the design objective.
2. Major design parameters and pavement performance
criteria constitute the first hierarchy level.
These parameters are explicitly considered in
formulating the thickness function or are actually
used to determine the required thickness. In
addition, they must be the primary factors (traffic
load, soil support, paving material quality and


























































Road Users' Rat ings or
Correlated Objective
Measurements
Figure 2. Sample Hierarchy Chart
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3. The second level is comprised of those evaluations
which are necessary to select definite values for
the higher level parameters. Soil tests, loadome-
ter data and factors of safety are examples of
design considerations categorized in the second
level of the design hierarchy.
4. Items recognized as affecting second level determin-
ations and evaluated as background material for the
second level are specified as third hierarchy level
considerations. Intrinsic material properties,
moisture and density are items typically ranked at
this level.
Until the design objective is reached, decisions in the
pavement design process which are made at higher hierarchy
levels are based on the evaluation of the preceding level
considerations. Once a thickness required by the various
design parameters is determined, it is often re-evaluated
on a subjective engineering judgment basis. However, this
aspect of design was not investigated as part of the design-
process logic. The hierarchy structuring of the design-
process logic permitted a qualitative insight into the man-
ner in which the factors considered in design affected the
required pavement thickness.
node ling of the Design Techniques
After a thorough review of the literature pertaining to
the selected pavement design methods, models of each design
method were formulated to mathematically or graphically
15
systematize the design-variable relationships for the
purpose of executing the sensitivity analysis. Design charts
to facilitate the determination of the required pavement
thickness and mathematical equations which are basic to the
various design processes are available for each of the six
methods chosen for this research investigation.
A thickness design model that is totally expressed by a
single mathematical equation is best for this research;
however, only two (California Stabilometer and AASHO Rigid)
of the six methods investigated have design variable relation-
ships which are expressed adequately enough to stand as
acceptable mathematical models for the sensitivity analysis.
In addition to expressing to an acceptable degree the design
variable relationships needed to carry out the sensitivity
analysis, the California Stabilometer and AASHO Rigid design
equations provided sufficient information for preparing the
respective design charts.
Eq\iations which are basic to the design methods, but
do not completely express the relationships necessary to
draw the design charts or which were not adequate models in
their given form, were habilitated from information provided
by the design charts and the stated techniques for determining
the design thickness. This procedure was employed in de-
veloping the models for the AASHO Flexible and PCA Rigid
pavement design methods. While the literature pertaining to
the AASHO Flexible design method contained an equational
relationship, shown as equation 11 in the Review, and the
16
design chart nomographs shown in Appendix A, a complete
mathematical solution to the design nomographs was not
available to relate all design variables in a single expression.
Therefore, the desired sensitivity analysis equation was derived
from the design nomograph by using the above equation and the
explanations of the technique for constructing the nomograph.
The latest Portland Cement Association design method
utilizes equations and corresponding charts which related
axle load, modulus of subgrade reaction and concrete strength
to pavement thickness. These charts and equations, however,
were not adequate models for the sensitivity analysis because
the total PCA process of determining the thickness required
for the variety of traffic loads and repetitions anticipated
for the service life of the pavement was not summarized into
a lone mathematical expression. This design technique does
not employ a single design parameter to estimate traffic
effects but does examine the "fatigue resistance" of the
pavement "used up" by each repetition of every loading. Based
on the documented (17) "fatigue resistance" concept and the
equation basic to the PCA design method, shown as equation 26
in the Review, a mathematical model was adequately developed
for the sensitivity analysis.
Although mathematical expressions were presented with
the Corps of Engineers Rigid and Flexible pavement design
methods, the process involved in developing these equations
into adequate models for the sensitivity analysis produces
information which i s less precise than if the basic design
^Numbers in parantheses refer, to references listed in the
Bibliography.
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charts alone are used. Therefore, the Corps of Engineers
Rigid and Flexible design charts became the data sources from
which graphical interpretations were made for the sensitivity
analysis.
Sensitivity Analysis
The effects on thickness of the factors considered in
pavement design were quantitatively evaluated in a sensitivity
analysis. Applied to each design technique Investigated, the
sensitivity analysis basically examined the change in design
thickness produced by the various design parameters.
The underlying premise of the sensitivity analysis phase
of the procedure is that as the change in required pavement
thickness produced by a design parameter becomes larger, the
more important is that parameter in the design method. On
this basis, the rate of change of thickness with respect to
a particular parameter (quantified by the first partial de-
rivative of the thickness with respect to that parameter)
defines the theoretical measure of parameter importance, and
the magnitude of the thickness change produced by comparable
parameter variations specifies the practical measure of
parameter importance.
Partial Derivatives as a Theoretical Measure
of Design Parameter Importance
The models or thickness functions used in the sensitivity
analysis were formulated by graphical or equational relation-
ships of design parameters to design thickness. In each
18
model peculiar to the particular design method, more im-
portance is attached to some parameters than to other parameters
in determining the pavement thickness. The sensitivity
analysis investigation evaluated this weighted importance of
design parameters by using differential calculus in those
methods with mathematical models. Analytical geometry was
employed where design equations were not available and could
not be derived from the design charts x^ithout a significant
loss of precision in the sensitivity analysis.
In those design techniques in which mathematical equations
modeled the design procedure, first-order partial derivatives
were used to measure the relative sensitivity of the dependent
thickness variable to each independent design variable. In
this study a first-order partial derivative is defined as
the limiting value of the ratio of change in thickness to change
in the parameter considered as that parameter change approaches
zero. Symbolically, this definition is expressed as:
3T limit AT
9F. ~ ^T.~*0 AP,
1 1 i
[1]
where S> TSp- = first-order partial derivative of thickness
i (T) with respect to a parameter (P. ),
AT = change in thickness due to AP. and
AP. = change in design parameter.
The first-order partial derivative assesses the exact rate
of change of thickness with respect to changes in the
parameter considered. Increased rates of pavement thickness
changes produced by various parameters correspond to greater
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absolute values of the first-order partial derivatives, and
that parameter which produces the greatest rate of change
becomes theoretically the most important design factor.
For the Corps of Engineers design methods for rigid and
flexible pavements, the thickness functions were graphically
formulated, and mathematical procedures were not available
to determine the first-order partials. A graphical interpre-
tation of the definition, "limiting value of the ratio of
change in thickness to change in the parameter considered as
that parameter change approaches zero," was used to gather
from these models the data needed to calculate the derivatives
An example application of the first-order partial derivative
as graphically defined is illustrated in Figure 3 for the
Corps of Engineers Rigid pavement design chart.
With the first-order partial derivative determined
mathematically or graphically, the relative importance of
design parameters due solely to the formulated thickness
function was quantified as a percentage of the total changes
in thickness for each design method. This percentage is
specified as the positive ratio of the partial derivative of
a thickness with respect to a particular parameter to the sum
of the absolute values of the partial derivative for all
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= absolute value of the ith partial
derivative and
= simulation of the absolute values of all
partial derivatives considered in the
sensitivity analysis of a design method.
The above relative percentage and the preceding method of
analysis adequately determine the importance of each parameter
as formulated in the thickness function. However, all
parameter variations are implicitly assumed to be numerically
"small" and equal in this technique. The sizes of parameter
variations encountered in actual pavement design practice
differ considerably among parameters, and these increments of
parameter changes influence the range of design thicknesses
required by each parameter. Therefore, failing to account
for the actual parameter variations does not yield an entirely
realistic appraisal of the relative importance of each
design parameter in the actual design process.
Portions of the Total Differential as a Measure
of the Practical Importance of Design Parameters
Although the preceding theoretical measure of design
parameter importance was a suitable evaluator of design
factors as they are included in the thickness function, the
following measure of parameter importance evaluates design
factors in the context of the total design process thus
providing a realistic measure of importance. A practical
evaluation of the importance of pavement design parameters
considers the manner of combining design factors to resolve
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thickness and accounts for the amount of variation or increment
of change that occurs in each factor. tfhile the ratio of
thickness change to effecting parameter change remains nearly
constant regardless of the incremental changes used in calcu-
lating the ratio, the magnitude of alterations in thickness
is directly proportional to the size of the parameter change.
Therefore, any comparison of the thickness changes brought
about "by several design factors is necessarily qualified by
the selected size of parameter changes associated with each
factor used in the analysis.
The sensitivity analysis of this research investigation
examined the combined effects of both the manner in which
parameters were included in the thickness function and the
different sized increments of change. These changes were
chosen to represent actual parameter variations so that a
realistic measure of the relative importance was obtained for
each design parameter. This combined measure is conveniently
illustrated by the total differential of calculus and is
expressed in terms of thickness and design parameters by the
following equation:
3T JTdT = dT,,,at—^r 13r
l





where dT = total change in the required pavement thickness
produced by the design factors (I. ) and termed
the total differential,
ST
©I7- = first-order partial derivative of the thickness
i function with respect to the parameter (P, ) and
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dr. = differential or increment size of change of
the parameter (P.).
The term ( - dP.
)
t which accounts in total for the contri-
butions of the parameter (£*) to the total differential (dT)
,
is conceptually regarded in this study as the combined influ-
ence of the manner in which the parameter was incorporated
into the thickness function (estimated by the first partial
(gp- ) ) and of the parameter variations (dr. ) which are en-M
i
countered in normal design situations.
If appropriate (dP, ) increments are chosen as representa-
tive of actual parameter variations, then the absolute value
of the term (^4—dl . ) becomes a realistic measure of the change3?
i
i
in thickness caused by a pavement design parameter. This
evaluation is comparable to similarly made measures of other
parameter effects. The portion of the total thickness change
produced by a parameter and calculated as a percentage of the
total change provides a relative measure of design parameter
importance to the total design process rather than to the
formulated thickness function alone. This relative percentage
measure of importance is mathematically shown as follows:
RFTC = 100 x 3T Jn | ^ I 2>di
i -.
sJI^ ?i Ma f
i -i i=i." i
where RPTC = relative percent of the thickness change,
- d.iJ
aP. i = absolute value of the product of the firstpartial derivative of the thickness function





= summation of the absoTute values of all
parameter products (partial derivative x
2k
increment) considered in the sensitivity
analysis of a design method.
The definition of the first-order partial derivative, as
expressed mathematically in equation [_1~], is not compatible
with the use of the total differential in determining the
importance of design parameters due to the thickness function
and the variation in parameter values. A linear approximation
(determined by the first partial) of the thickness function
is adequate for minute changes of the parameter values and is
exact as these changes approach zero. However, the validity
of the linear approximation is questionable as deviations
from the mean parameter values become larger. While the first
partial definition designates parameter change to approach
zero, the total differential as applied in this sensitivity
analysis requires parameter changes to approximate the
practical variations evidenced in the actual process of
designing pavements.
Because these discrepancies occur, another approach was
devised as a corroborating measure of the practical design
parameter importance. This approach accurately defines the
relative practical importance of design factors and is
predicated on the elementary supposition that a design
thickness can be determined for any reasonable combination
of parameter values.
Relative Thickness Changes as Measures of
the Practical Importance of Design Parameters
Two different values which are selected for the same
parameter yield two thicknesses in the highway pavement
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design process. The fllfferenoe betHeen ^^ two thictaesses
is interpreted as the actual change in the design thieves
produced by the parameter and its variation if the two
delimiting parameter values are indicative of realistic
parameter variations normally encountered. Based on this
uncomplicated concept, another relative percental. „hlch is
similar to that calculated by equation 4. was deslred aE .
substantiating measure of practical desi s„ parameter imoortance.
This need was adequately met by the ratio of the thickness
change, which resulted from two d.elimitinE parameter values
to the sum of all chants in thinness similarly calculated
for every desi Sn parameter of the particular pavement design
technique considered. This rPiptivD „mi ela e percentage is symbolized
in the following equation:
RPATC = 100 x
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^ducefbv^?!*3011'^ «*»"« Changesprocmc d by all parameters of the deslSnmethod under consideration. Q
The findings of this approach were compared with the
results from the total differential method of analyzing the
sensitivity of pavement thickness with respect to the design
parameters, bhere the results were significantly different
the elementary measure of practical parameter importance
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was considered more valid than the results obtained from the
total differential approach.
Investigation of Tolerable Parameter Variations
To ascertain the precision of determining design
parameter values which would be commensurate with current
design and construction specifications is beyond the scope
of this research project. Such a study involves an appraisal
of inherent parameter variability, an evaluation of true
factors of safety within the design process, an economic
analysis of improved data precision and an assessment of the
penalties paid for errors in design and construction. Each
factor appears difficult to evaluate within the resource
limitations of this study. However, estimations of parameter
deviations permitted before the designed pavement thickness
is changed by 0.5. 1.0, or 2.0 in. were determined to illustrate
the design factor variabilities allowed before major changes
in the final design are required.
Tolerable Parameter Variations Using
a Total Differential Approach
The procedure for examining design parameter variations
that can be tolerated without exceeding specified thickness
changes was again based on the modified concept of the total
differential as shown below:
£>'.







where &T = a selected pavement thickness change limitation,
^— = first-order partial derivative of thickness with
i respect to parameter P. and
dP. = tolerable change in parameter P. which in
combination with other parameter changes
produces the selected thickness change.
With the first-order partial derivatives already determined
in an earlier phase of the sensitivity analysis, finding the
linear combinations of parameter variations which produce the
selected thickness changes required the substitution of 0.5,
1.0 or 2.0 in. for (dT) and the solution of equation 6 for
the various possible values of the (dP's).
Plots of allowable parameter variations were made for
the several selected thickness change constraints to illustrate
graphically the tolerable variations permitted in the design
parameters. The allowable parameter variations were expressed
dP
as a percentage of the design parameter values (—p— x 100),
*i
and these percent deviations are the units of the allowable
parameter variation axes of the illustrative plots. Because
the total differential is a linear equation, plotting was
simplified by determining the axis intercepts for the
selected thickness changes.
If all parameter changes but one are equated to zero,
then the selected thickness change limitation (dT) divided by
the partial derivative of thickness with respect to the non-
zero parameter (5"p) yields the maximum permissible variation
in that parameter for the selected thickness change constraint.
This value of maximum allowable variation is expressed as a
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percent deviation, and Is the equal thickness change limi-
tation line intercept of the (^ x 100 ) axes. Determining
the intercept for each parameter^ the design method under
consideration provides sufficient data to illustrate the
linear combinations of parameter variations allowed within
the 0.5-, 1.0- or 2.0-in. thickness change constraints.
Selection of Thickness Change Constraints
Selection of 0.5-, 1.0- and 2.0-in. thickness change
imitations for the purpose of demonstrating allowable parameter
variations was arbitrary. Most pavement specifications require
that the average thickness be within
-0.25 in. of the value
noted in the construction drawings or plans, (8, 12, 14 is)
tut significantly larger deviations in thickness are produced
'oy the usual design parameter variations. ?or the purposes
of this research analysis, a major change in pavement thickness
is defined as a thickness deviation greater than the sum of
the contract specification tolerance limit plus one standard
deviation of actual construction thicknesses which are typical
of current road building practices. The meanings of thickness
variation, standard deviation, contract specification toler-
ance, plan thickness and the major change definition as
applied to this phase of the sensitivity analysis are illus-
trated in Figure 4.
After a quantitative definition of a major change in
thickness was determined, the allowable variations in design
parameters for the major thickness change constraint were
29
















Figure 4; Frequency Distribution of Pavement Thickness
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plotted along with the 0.5-, 1.0- and 2.0-in. constraints.
These plots were then compared to the thickness change
produced by typical parameters encountered in the actual
design process. This comparison provided additional under-
standing of the state of the art and science of pavement
design and permitted a basis for appraising current design
and construction practices.
Development of Simplified Pavement Design Methods
The final objective of this research investigation was
to develop simplified design methods for rigid and flexible
pavements. The requisites on these design methods were to
provide a technique compatible with present ability to esti-
mate design parameters, to encompass the three flexible and
the three rigid methods which were analyzed in this study, to
delete from these design processes those relatively unimportant
design variables and to simplify the considered design models
by minimizing the algebraic operations which, in resolving
the design' thickness, propagate errors inherent in design
parameter determinations.
From an examination of the design methods selected for
this analysis, pavement thickness increases with heavier
traffic loads, weaker subgrades and pavement structures, more
severe climatic conditions and more stringent performance
requirements. The sensitivity analysis substantiated these
trends and, in addition, evaluated the relative importance of
the various design factors on the resultant changes in
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required thickness. However, only a qualitative comparison
of the importance of a selected design factor in a particular
design method relative to the importance of the corresponding
parameter in another design technique is realized from the
sensitivity analysis. While various parameters in the differ-
ent design techniques are available for estimating the same
basic design factor of soil support, traffic, paving material
or environment, a common scale was required for correlating
these various measures which assess the influence of the same
generic factor. With this correlation of design parameters
which estimate the major factors influencing pavement thickness,
equivalent sets of design parameter values that are appropri-
ate to each design method were selected, and corresponding
thicknesses were determined according to the design criteria
of each. By selecting many such combinations of design
parameter values, comparable pavement thicknesses for each
design method were assembled to provide a common basis for
evaluating the relative parameter influences on thickness
and for developing the simplified design technique.
Based on a priori considerations which were substantiated
by the thickness trends observed throughout the sensitivity
analysis of the selected design techniques, linear, quadratic
and cubic expressions were fitted to various combinations of
the parameter-thickness data. These data were generated from
the models of the selected design methods and were analyzed
in six groups representing each technique and in two groups
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of data synthesized by combining the information repre-
sentative of the three flexible and three rigid pavement
design methods. The models which were fitted to these data
and evaluated as approximations of the parameter-thickness
relationships are written in general notation below.
Linear model:
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where T = total required pavement thickness,
F. , P„ = selected design factors and
a, 3, y = regression coefficients determined from the
least squares curve fitting analysis.
The equations which were obtained from a "least squares
curve fitting" of the data were examined to ascertain the
conceptual validity as expressed in the newly formed
parameter-thickness relationships. The coefficients in the
conceptually acceptable linear model equations provide a
quantitative gauge for comparing the weighted importance of
the major factors used in determining pavement thickness
r> 3
within and among each of the three rigid and three flexible
design techniques.
To maintain geometric intuition and to conform to the
intended simplicity of the design models, only three variables
were tised in the regression analyses of the thickness data.
The dependent variable was pavement thickness, and the two
independent variables were those design parameters that were
the two most important in the sensitivity analysis.
The least squares analyses of the combined flexible or
rigid thickness data produced a regression equation which
was designated as the thickness function of the flexible or
rigid simplified design method. While linear, quadratic and
cubic models were used in analyzing the combined thickness
data, an empirical choice was made in regard to that least
squares equation which best fulfilled the requisites of the
simplified design method. The model finally selected as a
simplified design equation for rigid or flexible pavement
design was based, on an "optimum" choice between model sim-
plicity and counterbalancing statistical efficiency and on
the implied requirement that the relationships expressed are
conceptually valid.
3^
REVIEW OF PAVEMENT DESIGN KETKODS
Six pavement design methods were selected for analysis
in this research investigation. While three of the design
procedures (AASKO Flexible, Corps Flexible and California
Stabilometer) are for flexible pavements and the other three
techniques (AA31I0 Rigid, Corps Rigid, PCA Rigid) pertain to
the design of rigid pavements, all methods are characterized
as being extensively published, often used and rational in
concept. Thus, the selected design methods were sufficiently
representative of current pavement design practices to permit
conclusions that are pertinent not only to the investigated




Although pavement types do not exhibit distinctly rigid
or flexible behavior, this research recognizes flexible
pavements as consisting of "... a relatively thin wearing
surface built over a base course and subcase course..."
with "... load carrying capacity... brought about by the
load-distributing characteristics of the layered system."
(19) Asphaltic construction materials are acknowledged as
a primary constituent of the pavement structure. A review
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of the design methods selected to represent current design
practice for flexible pavements is presented with emphasis
on the conceptual development of each technique and on the
design parameters employed in determining the required
pavement thickness.
AASHO Interim Design Method for
Flexible Pavements
Conceptual Development of the AASHO Interim Design Guide
for Flexible Pavements . (1, 3, k, 10, 11) The AASHO Flexible
pavement design method is based on the results of the Road
Test sponsored by the American Association of State Highway
Officials and conducted at Ottawa, Illinois, from 195^ to
195 1?* At this road test the functional relationship of
serviceability trends to axle load applications was assumed to
take the following mathematical form:
c - p = K*T [10
1
where c = initial serviceability index,
o J
'
p = terminal serviceability index,
W = axle load applications,
£ = positive power dependent on pavement
thickness and traffic load and
K = proportionality constant.
Based on substantial data collected at the Road Test, a so-
lution to this general equation was determined to express the
fundamental relationship between the number of axle loadings,
the pavement thickness and the serviceabilities. This relation-
ship, which is peculiar to the conditions during the actual
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log W = 9.36 log(SH+l) - 0.20 + 2___ [11]
0.^0 1 1U ^
(SN+1) 5 " 19
where W = total number of equivalent l8-jfcip single-
axle load applications,
SN = a.D. + a
?
Dp + a QD~ = structural number,
B, = thickness of surface, base or subbase
(inches)
,
a. = corresponding statistically determined layer
property coefficients,
c s= initial serviceability index and
o
p = terminal serviceability index.
To extend the results of the Roo.d Test to other situations,
the AASIiO Committee on Design proposed "soil support value"
and "regional factor" measures which permit the Road Test
results to be applied to a variety of subgrades and environ-
ments. The Ottawa subgrade and environment were assigned a
soil support value of 3»0 and a regional factor of 1.0,
respectively. With the basic relationship expressed in
equation 11 and with the soil support value and the regional
factor concepts for extending the application of the Road
Test results for various locales, a graphically determined
nomograph, which is reproduced in Appendix A, was constructed
for designing flexible pavement thicknesses.
Parameters of the AASHO Design Method for Flexible
Pavements . (1, 3, k, 10, 11) The AASHO Flexible design
method includes the factors of soil- support, performance,
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traffic and environment in determining a structural number.
The actual thicknesses of surface, base and subbase layers
are obtained from the structural number and by the following
relationships:
T = D + D
2
+ D and [12]
SN = a
1
D + a 9D2 + a-D- [13]






= surface thickness (inches),
D
?
= base thickness (inches),
D Q = subbase thickness (inches),
SN = structural number,
a = surface property coefficient,
a
?
= base property coefficient and
a- = subbase property coefficient.
The property coefficients are statistical correlations and
only indirectly relate to the properties of the various
materials. Coefficients for pavement materials other than
those used at Ottawa are "established by rationalization and
a study of comparative cohesion, stability and bearing values
obtained in the laboratory." (11)
The soil factor for the AASHO Flexible pavement design
method was defined in terms of a soil support value. While
soil support values have no physical definition of subgrade
supporting power, standard soil measures such as C2R, resistance
value and Group Index were correlated to the AASHO soil
support measures.
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One significant innovation of the AASHO design method
was the incorporation of the road users' subjective desires
into the determination of the required pavement thickness
through serviceability ratings. The present serviceability
index estimates the road-user rating of the riding quality of
a road on a scale from 1 to 5- Lower ratings are indicative
of poorer pavements. The index of a new pavement is termed
initial serviceability, while the subjective rating of
pavements just deemed unsuitable for travel is designated as
terminal serviceability.
In the AASHO Road Test the destructive effects of traffic
were found to depend on the initial and terminal serviceability
indices and on the structural number as well as the axle load
and the axle arrangement. Therefore, determination of the
equivalent 18-kip single-axle load parameter, which summarizes
traffic effects in the AASHO design process, employs relation-
ships which are functions of axle load and arrangement,
serviceabilities and structural number. The sum of the
products of axle load repetitions and corresponding equivalence
factors, which are calculated by the equations below, provides
the AASHO traffic parameter. The axle load equivalence
factor is the anti logarithm of equation 14 and 15 for single













) = Jj.,79 log(x+2)/19 - fc.33 log 2 [15]
+ -£- - -£
ie ^x
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where W,.g = number of 18-klp single-axle load applications
W = number of "x"-kip single or tandem axle load
applications,
x = axle load in kips for which equivalence
factors are being calculated,






i3 = 0.^-0 + ,,;-,—„/ '00 = beta function for
(SN+1) 5 * 19L2
3 - 23
"x"-kip single or tandem axle loads,
L = axle code equal to 1 for single and 2 for
tandem axles and
c -p
G = log ° ..—- = serviceability function,
o
Environmental conditions are given consideration in the
AASHO Flexible design method through a regional factor as a
design parameter. By definition, this regional factor is
the mean value of seasonal weighting factors that indicate
average pavement deflections for various periods in the year.
Derived at the iioad Test to improve the correlation of the
primary relationships investigated, this weighted seasonal
factor accounted for the inequity of axle load damage caused
during periods of weak pavement conditions relative to that
caused when the ground is frozen or dry. However, other
circumstances which may be considered in estimating the
regional factor include l! . . . steep grades, high water table,
areas of concentrated turning and stopping movements" ... as
well as soil conditions. (11) Because of the overwhelming

difficulty in appraising the effects of the above conditions
in terms of an unquantified regional factor, a subjective
assumption of its value is usually made by a comparison of
the design environment with the Ottawa, Illinois, location
where the regional factor was arbitrarily assigned as 1.0.
Corps of Engineers Flexible Pavement
Design Method for Streets and Roads
Conceptual Development of the Corps of Engineers Design
Kethod for Flexible lavements . (7, 18, 19) The California
Bearing Ratio design method of the California Division of
Highways was the original technique adopted by the Corps of
Engineers as an expedient yet reliable design method for
flexible airfield pavements. The different Corps of Engineers
versions of the original design method base the required
thicknesses on empirically correlated traffic loadings and
California Bearing Ratios of supporting materials and subgrade
underlying the asphaltic surface layer. The latest Corps
Flexible highway' design method, which is the concern of this
research study, employs design indices that are indicative of
traffic loads and CBR measures of the support capabilities of
the subgrade and paving materials as the primary evaluations
needed to determine design thickness.
Highway pavement thicknesses are determined from the
design curves of Appendix B. These curves, which are approxi-
mated by equation 16 for CBR-values less than 15. 0, graphically
show the empirical relationship among design traffic indices,

kl
CBR-values and thicknesses required above the considered
material or subgrade.
P
6.1 CBR up [16]
v:here T = thickness of pavement required above the material
being considered (inches),
P = wheel load (pounds.},
p = tire pressure (pounds per square inch) and
CBR = California Bearing Ratio of the subgrade or
paving material.
The design curves realistically apply only to supporting
materials of CBR-values less than 50.0 (even though several
road building materials for flexible pavements have greater
values), because minimum thickness requirements exceed
thicknesses that correspond to CBR-values greater than 50 »0
and consequently these mlnimums control the design.
Parameters of the Corps of Engineers Design Method for
Flexi ble Hi ghway Pavement . (18, 19) A unique feature of the
Corps Flexible design method among the six selected techniques
was the quantification of soil support and structural com-
ponent qualities in the same units. The California Bearing
Ratio test performed in the laboratory or in the field consists
of measuring the force that is required to push a plunger at
the rate of 0.05 in. per min into the subgrade or paving
material sample. Comparison of the specimen resistance to
that of a crushed-stone reference material permits determi-
nation of the CBR parameter. The larger percentage ratio
of sample resistance to crushed stone resistance for plunger
depths of 0.1 and 0.2 in. specifies the GBR value which is
indicative of the strength properties of the subgrade, subbase,
base or surface material.
The Corps of Engineers design index parameter was de-
veloped to indicate on a scale from one to ten the ranges of
traffic loadings anticipated for the service life of the
pavement. For conventional traffic, lower design indices
indicate less frequent and lighter traffic load applications,
and higher indices denote the opposite traffic influences.
Determination of the appropriate index to use for design is
predicated on classifying the proposed highway by expected
traffic volume and on categorizing the traffic stream by
vehicular composition. The highway class and traffic category
limits which provide the means of establishing the Corps
design index traffic parameter are shown in Appendix B.
California Division of Highways Stabilometer
Design Method for Flexible Pavements
Conceptual Development of the Stabilometer Design
Ilethod . (9, 19) The early California Bearing Ratio design
method, which was adopted by the Corps of Engineers, was
replaced by the California Division of Highways in 19^8 by
the Stabilometer design method. Based on the Brighton test
track project and on other theoretical and empirical con-
siderations, F. H. Hveem and R. I-I. Carmany proposed the
following equation as an initial formulation of the relation-
ships of the Stabilometer technique:
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T = K ft v [17]
(*PjK log r)(rh/P -0.10)w
where T = pavement thickness above the compacted subgrade
(inches)
,
K = 0.0175 = correlation constant,
P = effective tire pressure (pounds per square
inch)
,
A = effective tire area (square inches),
r = number of traffic load repetitions,
c = cohesiometer value (pounds per square inch),
P = vertical pressure of 160 psi applied in the
v
stabilometer (pounds per square inch) and
P, = transmitted horizontal pressure measured in the
stabilometer (pounds per square inch).
A less complicated thickness function resulted when the
traffic effects were summarized into a traffic index parameter
and when the stabilometer measurements of the supporting soil
were condensed into a single resistance value.
Additional field performance data permitted a modifi-
cation of earlier thickness expressions until the present
California Stabilometer design equation was evolved. This
equation, as shown below, incorporates a factor of safety and
typical tire pressures in the correlation constant:
T = K , (TIM90-S? [18]
where T = thickness (inches),
K' = .080 = correlation constant,
TI = traffic index,
R = resistance value of the soil (pounds per
square inch) and
c = coheslometer value (pounds per square inch).
An imaginary pavement thickness composed entirely of gravel
is usually calculated from this design equation as an initial
step in determining the final design. This gravel equivalent
thickness is then converted to actual thicknesses of surface,
base and subbase components through gravel equivalence factors




where t . = actual thickness of the pavement component
(inches)
,
t = gravel equivalent thickness of that
c component (inches),
c . = coheslometer value of the pavement component
(pounds per square inch) and
c = coheslometer value of gravel (pounds per
square inch)
.
Parameters of the Stabiloneter Design Method . (9, 1°)
The effects of traffic are estimated in this design method by
a traffic index parameter which is calculated by the mathe-
matical expression:
V 0.1^
TI = 1.307 I r
,u [20]
where TI = traffic index,
W = wheel load in kips for single axle arrangements
with tandem axle wheel loads equal to 1.10
times an individual wheel load and
r = number of load applications.
In the actual stabilometer design process, all vehicles of
the anticipated traffic stream are grouped into imposed
*5
wheel load categories. With appropriate equivalent 5-kip
wheel load factors as derived from equation 18 and the basic
stabilometer design equation 20, a total equivalent 5-kip
wheel load quantity is determined. This equivalent wheel load
value is calculated as the sum of the products of wheel load
factors and corresponding wheel load repetitions for the various
load groupings. This traffic factor is primarily used to
expedite the determination of the traffic index through the
following empirical relationship:
TI = 1.30 (2WL) 0,12 [21]
where TI = traffic index and
EWL = total equivalent 5000-lb wheel loads.
In the soils investigation program of the highway subgrade,
a resistance value is determined to account for subgrade
effects in the California Stabilometer design process. This
resistance value of soil primarily indicates the ratio of
applied vertical pressure to transmitted horizontal pressure.
Greater resistance values imply better load carrying roadbeds
and consequently thinner pavement structures. Other measure-
ments of the subgrade material such as exudation pressures or
expansion pressures are made in the soils testing phase of
the design process, but in this research these soil factors
were neglected, and the resistance value was assumed to
govern in determining the design thickness.
While cohesiometer values can be determined by breaking
cylindrical test specimens, average cohesion values for
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paving materials are generally assumed in this procedure for
designing the components of flexible pavements. This measure
chiefly indicates the ability of pavement materials to resist
deformation or displacement, but modulus of rupture values of
the material multiplied by ^5*0 are adequate approximations
of the cohesiometer value.
Rigid Pavement Design
The load-carrying capacity of concrete highways is
derived primarily from the "beam" characteristics of the slab
rather than from the load distributing action which characterizes
layered pavement systems. Consequently, flexural strength of
the pavement is a major factor considered in the formulation
of the selected rigid design techniques. The modulus of
rupture measxire of flexural strength combined with a measure
of traffic loads and with a subgrade parameter is usually
sufficient to determine design thickness. Although environ-
mental effects are thought to exert a significant influence
on the performance of flexible and rigid pavements, the AASHO
Rigid, Corps Rigid and PCA Rigid techniques do not explicitly
account for this factor in the principal design process
examined.
AASHO Interim Design Method
for Rigid Pavements
Conceptual Development of the AASHO Interim Design Guide
for Rigid Pavements
. (2, 11) The AASHO Rigid pavement design
method was developed from traffic load-pavement structure-
^7
pavement performance relationships that were established
from the AASHO Road Test conducted at Ottawa, Illinois. A
mathematical relationship among axle applications, service-
ability trends and pavements structures was obtained from the
same type of analysis that was utilized in the development of
the AASHO Flexible pavement design method. Written in specific
terms of 18-kip single-axle load applications, initial and
terminal serviceability indices and pavement thickness, that
equation is shown below:
c -n
log °
c -1 . ^
log W = ?.35 log(D+l) - 0.06 + = [22]
,
,
1.624 x 10 (1+ q J, ,<
where W = total number of 10-kip single -axle load
applications,
D = concrete pavement thickness (inches),
c = initial serviceability index and
o
J
p = terminal serviceability index.
Because this - equation only applies to those conditions
which existed at Ottawa, theoretical considerations were
used to extend the Road Test findings to other sub-grades and
to varying concrete strengths. Tests of their physical
properties established the concrete modulus of elasticity as
equal to 4.2 x 10 psi , the modulus of subgrade reaction as
equal to 60 pci and the concrete modulus of rupture as equal
to 690 psi. Combining these values with theoretical stress
analyses and empirical considerations of load applications,
stress ratios and performance led to the following basic
^8
form of the AASHO Rigid pavement design equation:
log















where i\ = 0.75 x modulus of rupture of concrete =
working flexural strength (pounds per
square inch)
,
k = modulus of subgrade reaction (pounds per
cubic inch) arid
E = modulus of elasticity (pounds per square
inch)
.
Thickness design charts were prepared from this expression
for varying traffic conditions, working flexural strengths
and subgrade moduli. The published charts are reproduced in
Appendix D for a constant modulus of elasticity (E = -(-,200,000
psi) and two values of terminal serviceability (p = 2.0 and
2.5).
iarameters of the AASHO Design Kethod for Rigid Pavements
(2, 11) As evidenced from the basic design equation 23 and
the published design charts, the concrete pavement thickness
depends on the number of lo-kip single-axle load applications,
the initial and terminal serviceability indices, the flexural
strength of concrete and the modulus of subgrade reaction.
Although the modulus of elasticity, loisson's ratio and the
radius of contact are possible design variables, all three
U-9
are assumed, fixed values in the actual design process. This
reduces the paving material parameters to a single working
flexural strength design variable which is calculated as the
modulus of rupture modified by a factor of safety.
Subgrade influences on AA3H0 design thicknesses are
estimated in terms of the modulus of subgrade reaction. While
experienced judgment or other correlated soil tests are often
employed in determining this variable, actual evaluation is
occasionally required. Standard test procedures recommend
that the pressure applied to a 30-in. diameter plate and
divided by the resulting subgrade deflection adequately defines
this subgrade parameter.
Traffic influences on pavement thickness are described
~oy the equivalent 18-kip single-axle load application measure
which summarizes the traffic loads and repetitions anticipated
for the service life of the pavement. Determination of this
parameter is dependent on the rigid pavement equivalence
factors which convert axle loads of a mixed traffic stream to
18-kip single-axle loads. These equivalence factors differ
from the AASHO Flexible equivalence factors, reflecting the
differences in the relative destructive effects of axle loads
when imposed on flexible versus rigid pavements. The rigid axle
load equivalence factors are the anti logarithms of equations
Zk and 25 for single and tandem axle arrangements:
log(W
l8Ay = k.62 log L (x+l)/l9] + f^ - f- [24]
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« = number of 18-kip single-axle load
applications,
W = number of "x"-kip single or tandem
axle load applications,
x = axle load in kips for which equivalence
factors are being calculated,
G = log ° " r ? = serviceability function,
1 624 x 10'
3„ Q = 1.0 + a'"!,/ = beta function for18 (D+l) 8^6
18-kip single -axle loads and
3.63(x+L ) 5,2
3 = 1.0 + p" /r ~ ga = beta function
3: (D+l) 8 - 6%3 ' 52
for the axle load and arrangement
considered where L ? = 1 for single
axles and L
?
= 2 for tandem axles.
The summation of the number of axle loads times the appropriate
equivalence factors yields the total number of equivalent 18-
kip single -axle load applications.
The inclusion of the initial and terminal serviceability
indices in the design equation allows for explicit consideration
of the road users' subjective demands. The initial service-
ability index indicates the rating of a pavement just open
to traffic, while the terminal serviceability index denotes
the riding quality of pavements first judged inadequate.
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Corps of Engineers Rigid Pavement
Design Method for Streets and Roads
Conceptual Development of the Corps of Engineers Design
Method for Rigid Pavements . (6, 13) The current Corps of
Engineers rigid pavement design method was developed to permit
greater flexibility in the evaluation of the influences on
design of vehicle axle and wheel arrangements, load repetitions
and various magnitudes of traffic loads. While previous Corps
techniques employed a single design load to describe traffic
loading effects, the revised Corps Rigid method summarizes
the traffic characteristics into a design index parameter
which is readily determined from usual measurements of traffic
volume and composition.
Development of the Corps Rigid technique significantly
depended on empirical relations for airfield loading conditions;
however, these relationships were adapted to highway pavement
design so that various traffic loads were quantified in terms
of a 18,000-lb base load. Ranges in the number of repetitions
of that base load specify design indices from 1 to 10. These
values are employed in the design process to describe various
combinations of road and street classifications and traffic
categories.
Design thickness is actually determined graphically with
the Corps Rigid design chart shown in Appendix E. While the
chart was derived from the -theoretical stress analyses of
H. II. Westergaard, a mathematical solution to these graphical
relationships of design index, modulus of subgrade reaction
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and. modulus of rupture is not available. Preparation of the
design chart depended significantly on empirical data and
included a 1.55 safety factor which compensates for load impact
and for fatigue due to load repetition. Environmental effects
are not considered in the primary design procedure, but
separate procedures for delimiting the thickness required to
counter frost action are available. (19)
Parameters of the Corps of Engineers Design Method for
Rigid Highway Pavements . (6, 13) Traffic, paving material
quality and subgrade support are the three major factors in
the Corps Rigid, design process that are required to determine
the thickness of pavement structures. These factors are
estimated by the design index, the modulus of rupture and the
modulus of subgrade reaction, respectively.
The modulus of rupture is common to most prominent rigid
pavement design methods and is determined by beam-breaking
tests. The flexural strength for a 28-day curing time is
taken as the design value. While the modulus of elasticity
of concrete and Poisson's ratio are other parameters indicative
of paving material properties, these factors were held constant
at ^,000,000 psi and 0.20, respectively, throughout the
development and in the application of the Corps rigid technique,
The modulus of rupture, therefore, is the primary paving
material design variable.
The modulus of subgrade reaction is the principal design
variable describing supporting power. This soil parameter is
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determined by measuring the load placed on the subgrade in
pounds per square inch and by dividing that pressure by the
resulting subgrade deflection Pleasured in inches.
Traffic influences on the required pavement thickness
are estimated, by the design index which reflects the number
of coverages or repetitions of an 18,000-lb single-axle dual-
wheel loading. While development of the design index parameter
was complicated by the adaptation of airfield pavement relation-
ships to highway conditions, the determination of index values
to use in actual design only requires ascertaining the volume
and the composition of the anticipated traffic stream. An-
ticipated traffic volumes permit classification of the highway
into twelve classes designated as a road or street of letter
A, B, C, D, E or F identification. This highway designation
is primarily indicative of traffic load repetitions. The
vehicular composition of the traffic stream is measured by
the percentage of passenger cars, panel and pickup trucks,
2
-axle trucks and buses, 3-axle, h-axle and 5-axle trucks and
categorized into four traffic categories identified by roman
numerals I, II, III and IV. The design index parameter is
determined from Table El of Appendix E for the selected highway
classification and traffic category.
Portland Cement Association Design
Method for Rigid Pavement
Conceptual Development of the PCA Rigid Pavement Design
Method . (5, 16, 17, 19) Theoretical studies by H. K.
Westergaard, G. Picket and others were the primary basis for
5k
the Portland Cement Association design method for concrete
slabs. In addition, field performance data from experimental
pavements and existing concrete roads were used to verify or
modify the theoretical results. Studies of the flexural
stresses induced in pavements by various vehicle load positions
along with observations on the lateral distribution of vehicles
in the traffic stream prompted the use of the equation below
to calculate the governing pavement stresses. This equation
corresponds to the ''protected corner" equation of earlier PCA
Rigid techni que s
:




o o ? <
where <j = maximum tensile stress for a load applied at
the slab corner formed by a transverse joint
o.nd the pavement edge (pounds per square inch),
P = static design load for dual wheel axles
(pounds)
,
d = pavement thickness (inches)
,
/EdJ
1 = / -— =— = radius of relative stiffnessV 12(1-a )k
(inches)
,
E = modulus of elasticity of the paving concrete
(pounds per square inch),
M- loisson's ratio of the concrete and
k = modulus of subgrade reaction (pounds per cu";ic
inch) .
Because highway pavements eivperience many repetitions of
assorted vehici^lar loadings, fatigue effects are given promi-
nent consideration in the PCA Rigid technique. Fatigue
failure is observed when many repetitions of stresses that
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are below the maximum static stress cause the pavement to
rupture. The number of stress repetitions that can be sus-
tained depends on the stress ratio. The measure is specified
as the ratio of the load-induced flexural stress, that is
calculated by equation 26, to the modulus of rupture for the
concrete. An unlimited number of load repetitions is con-
ceptually possible if the stress ratio is less than 0.50.
When this ratio is greater than O.50 , the allocable number of
stress repetitions as specified by PCA are shown in Figure Fl
of Appendix F.
With stress ratios specifying the number of repetitions
permitted before fatigue failure occurs, anticipated axle
load repetitions are compared to the allovrable repetitions as
a percentage ratio of "fatigue resistance consumed." The
assumed pavement thickness is adequate if the sum of the
percentages of anticipated to allowable repetitions (percentage
of fatigue resistance consumed) for all axle load classes is
less than 125 percent.
Parameters of the I-CA Dcsi~n l.ethod for Concrete Pavements .
(5. 16, 17. 1?) Modulus of rupture, modulus of elasticity
and Poisson's ratio are the three properties that are explicitly
incorporated into the Portland Cemend design equation 26. 'x'ac
latter two parameters are seldom considered as pavement design
variables and are assumed to have constant values of ^'-,000,000
psi and 0.15t respectively. Thus, the modulus of rupture
becomes the primary measure for estimating the 'influence of
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the paving material on the required thickness of the concrete
structure.
While flexural strength accounts for resistance to the
bending of the concrete slab, the modulus of subgrade reaction
provides an estimate of the support offered by the subgrade
and subbase materials. Like most other parameters that measure
soil properties, this modulus is significantly influenced by
seasonal weather effects. However, these environmental factors
are presently neglected in resolving pavement thicknesses.
Normal subgrade measurements made during the summer or fall
are considered as reasonable design values.
The Portland Cement Association design procedure accounts
for traffic conditions by estimating the number and weight
( augmented by a factor of safety) of axle loads that are
anticipated during the pavement service life. This infor-
mation is then utilised in determining the fatigue resistance
consumed. Volume estimates are based on average daily traffic
measurements and on yearly rates of traffic growth, traffic
projection factors or on lane capacities. The weight charac-
teristics of the anticipated traffic volume and the axle load
information needed for design are determined from loadometer
and vehicle classification surveys. While the radius of
contact appears to be a design variable associated with traffic
influences, it is seldom measured for specific design projects.
Instead, average values supplied by tire manufacturers are
specified by the PCA.
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RESULTS
The analysis of design techniques in this research in-
vestigation was devoted to identifying and examining those
factors that significantly influence the design of flexible
and rigid highway pavements. Based on the findings of this
analysis, a synthesis of parameter-thickness data was performed
to develop simplified design methods for rigid and flexible
pavements. Six selected techniques which are representative
of current pavement design practice were the primary sources
of information on which this study was predicated.
Flexible Pavement Design
The three flexible design techniques selected for in-
vestigation were the AASHO Flexible, the Corps of Engineers
Flexible and the California Stabilometer design methods. Each
method was analyzed to determine a hierarchy of design logic,
to develop a suitable model for the sensitivity analysis, to
evaluate in the sensitivity analysis the relative theoretical
and practical importances of the design parameters and to
examine tolerable parameter variations. Linear, quadratic
and cubic models were fitted to parameter-thickness data that
were assembled for each technique. These equations afforded
additional bases for analyzing flexible pavement design and
enhanced the possibility of a simplified design method.
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AASHO Flexible Pavement Design
Design-Process Logic . The fundamental relationship
between the total number of 18-kip single-axle load appli-
cations, pavement thickness and initial and terminal service-
ability indices is expressed by equation 11 which is presented
in the Review of Design Methods. This relationship was
extended to include environments and subgrades other than
those of the Ottawa test site through the development of the
design nomograph that is reproduced in Appendix A. Thus,
graphically soil support value and regional factor are related
to the traffic, serviceability and pavement thickness.
The hierarchy ordering of items involved in resolving
flexible pavement thicknesses by the AASHO Flexible design
process is illustrated in Figure 5« Explicit incorporation
of the serviceability concept into the thickness design is
evident in the logic of this procedure and is rationally
appealing, but the derivation of actual thicknesses from the
structural numbers by the use of layer property coefficients,
which are presently undefined by laboratory tests, is also
noticeable. Because of the uncertainties that accompany these
coefficients, the soil support values and the regional factor
parameters, the application of this design techniques is
considerably weakened when applied to areas where environment,
subgrade and paving materials are different from those at the
AASHO Road Test site in Ottawa, Illinois.
The items of soil support value, initial and terminal





























































































































Figure 5. Hierarchy Structure of AASHO
Flexible Design-Process Logic
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which are boxed in the hierarchy chart are the major design
variables of the AASHO Flexible technique and consequently
they were the principal factors evaluated in this study. Con-
siderations of subgrade swelling pressures, frost heave, reduced
strength or other special problems are not explicitly examined
in the AASHO Flexible design method, and techniques other than
those described in the AASHO Flexible procedure are required
for the solution of these special design problems.
Modeling of the AASHO Flexible Pavement Design Technique .
A model of the AASHO Flexible design method that is totally
expressed In a single mathematical equation was needed to
carry out this research investigation. While available nomo-
graphs graphically relate most of the design parameters employed
in determining the required pavement thickness, the soil support
value and regional factor are absent from the design equations
presented in the literature. Therefore, the model desired
for the sensitivity analysis was derived from the design nomo-
graphs and was based on the principal relationship expressed
in equation 11. The derived AASHO Flexible model, which is
symbolically written below, presents in equational form the




log(W) =9.36 log(SN+l) - 0.20 +
0.40 + 109^
(SN+1) 5 * 19
+ 0.37?56(SSV-3.0) - 0.9? log(RF) [27]
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where SSV = soil support value,
RF = regional factor,
SN = weighted structural number,
c = initial serviceability index,
p = terminal serviceability index and
W = total number of equivalent 18-kip single-axle
applications.
Further explanation of the derivation of the above equation
is presented in Appendix A. The validity of the derived
sensitivity analysis model was substantiated by a comparison
of weighted structural numbers calculated by the above equation
with values determined from the design nomographs.
Sensitivity Analysis of the AASHO Flexible Design Method .
The sensitivity analysis of the AASHO Flexible pavement design
method evaluated the relative importance of the soil support
value, initial and terminal serviceability indices, equivalent
18-kip single-axle load and regional factor as their signifi-
cance affected the structural design of flexible pavements.
These parameters were evaluated by a theoretical measure and
by two practical measures of relative importance. These
relative percentages of "a partial," "a thickness change" and
"an actual thickness change" are defined in the Procedure of
thic research report. For the sensitivity analysis of the
AASHO Flexible design method, these measures of parameter
importance are specifically indicative of the changes in
weighted structural number xtflth respect to parameter changes.
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Partial derivatives of the weighted structural number
with respect to the AASHO Flexible design parameters were
needed to determine the theoretical and one of the practical
measures of relative importance. These first-order partial
derivatives are presented in Table Al. Because the AASHO
Flexible first-order partial derivatives are dependent on
the particular parameter values chosen for evaluation, the
theoretical and practical parameter Importance measures that
directly depend on these derivatives are not constant but
vary with the selected parameter values. Therefore importance
measures vrere calculated for all combinations of a large
array of design variable values but only the evaluations of
the more common combinations are illustrated.
The theoretical parameter importance, that indicates
the relative weight of each AASHO Flexible parameter in
formulating the thickness function, was calculated for parameter
value combinations encompassing the full range of possible
soil support values, initial and terminal serviceability indices,
regional factors and equivalent axle loadings. Summary plots
of this sensitivity analysis are presented in Figures 6, 7.
8 and 9 for parameter combinations often encountered in
pavement design situations. The ordinate of these plots Is
the measure of relative theoretical parameter importance, and
the abscissa is the AASHO Flexible traffic parameter as ex-
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Figure 6 Relative Theoretical Importance of
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Figure 7. Relative Theoretical importance of
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Figure 8. Relative Theoretical importance of
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Figure 9 Relative Theoretical Importance of
AASHO Flexible Design Parameters
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These plots of relative theoretical importance of AASHO
Flexible parameters illustrate a measure of design factor
significance with respect to the formulated thickness function
for most traffic conditions. Because parameter values influ-
ence the theoretical "relative percentage of a partial"
measure of parameter importance, each plot represents differ-
ent combinations of practical values of the design parameters.
An evaluation of parameter values reasonably indicative of
average conditions for Indiana highways is shown in Figure 6.
Differences in Figures 7 and 3 from Figure 6 illustrate the
magnitude of changes in the theoretical importance resulting
from upper and lower deviations of soil support from an average
value of 3.0. A change in terminal serviceability index from
2.0 to 2.5 causes the plot differences in Figure 9 as compared
to the average conditions represented in Figure 6.
Examination of all four plots of theoretical parameter
importance reveals the soil support value and regional factor
to be most important in the formulated thickness function.
A comparison of Figures 6, 7 and 8 indicates that stronger
subgrades increase the importance of the soil support value
and regional factor and diminishes the importance of the
serviceability indices. However, a similar examination of
Figures 6 and 9 discloses that with greater terminal service-
ability index values an increase in the importance of both
serviceability parameters occurs while subgrade and environ-
mental factors assume less importance. If a soil support
68
value of 3«0, a regional factor of 1.0, a terminal service-
ability index of 2.0, an initial serviceability index of ^J-.O
and a four-lane highway operating at 75 percent capacity for
a traffic stream composed of 20.0 percent trucks is regarded
as a typical design situation, then the approximate corre-
sponding relative theoretical parameter importances are 31
percent for the soil support value, 35 percent for the regional
factor, 28 percent for the terminal serviceability index and
6 percent for the initial serviceability index. The AASHO
traffic parameter assumes a negligible degree of theoretical
importance. For increased volumes and magnitudes of traffic,
the theoretical importance of the regional factor and soil
support value decreases while the Importance of the service-
ability indices increases.
Two practical measures of relative importance were insti-
tuted to evaluate pavement design factors in the context of
the total design process. These measures represent a more
realistic determination of parameter importance in the design
process by accounting for the amount of variation that occurs
in each factor. Finding representative parameter variations
through experimentation is beyond the scope of this research
project, and technical reports of these specific needs are
lacking in the literature. However, rational determinations
of parameter changes were made for reasonable variations
encoimtered in usual design situations and are presented in
Appendix G. Because the size of parameter changes influences
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the evaluation of practical importance, the chosen parameter
increments were uniformly inferred to approximate one standard
deviation of the "population" which the design value repre-
sents.
The incremental changes in the traffic factor are not a
continuous function, but these values depend on increments of
change in average daily traffic, percentage of trucks and
weight classification of trucks. Ranges of practical im-
portance which represent various percentages of trucks and
traffic volumes are depicted by the short horizontal lines
and extended curves, respectively. For parameters of lesser
importance, the short lines or extended curves are not dis-
tinguishable, and a single line adequately represents the
ranges of these practical measures. The five short lines
identify parameter importance for a traffic stream composed
of 10-, 20-, 30-, kO- and 70-percent trucks, 'while /the
three extended lines describe practical importance for a
highway that carries the equivalent of 1200, 1500 and 2000
cars per hour per lane. The capacity of a lane is established
at 1500 vph. Because greater traffic factor values imply
higher volumes of traffic or a larger percentage of trucks,
the conditions represented by each line can easily be ascer-
tained. An illustrative example is shown in Figure 10 to
indicate the arrangement of the figures for describing the
practical importance of the various design parameters. Where
similar presentations of practical importance measures
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Figure 10 Underlying Traffic Condition Indicated by
Ranges of Practical Parameter Importance
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identifying the underlying traffic conditions indicated by
each line.
The two practical measures of importance were determined
for a large array of AASHO design parameter values. However,
only evaluations of the more commonly occurring design
situations described by various parameter values are presented
in Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1? and 18. The first four
plots of relative practical importance were prepared from
data generated by the "portions of the total differential"
approach which is described in the Procedure. The next four
plots are founded on a corroborating "relative thickness
change" determination. The near equivalence of the two
practical measures, as evidenced by the calculations and as
illustrated by the similarity of corresponding Figures rein-
forces the evaluated values of the relative practical impor-
tance of the design parameters. The near equivalence also
verifies the use of total differential for linear approxi-
mations of the AASHO Flexible thickness function.
Because each plot of practical parameter importance
versus traffic factor indicates the controlling importance
of the AASHO traffic and subgrade parameters, the soil support
value and the total equivalent 18-kip single -axle load were
concluded to be the two most important parameters influencing
the design objective. As the weight and frequency of ve-
hicular traffic increases, the traffic parameter becomes
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AASHO Flexible Design Parameters
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Figure 13. Relative Practical Importance of
AASHO Flexible Design Parameters
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Figure 1,4. Relative Practical Importance of
AASH0 Flexible Design Parameters
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AASHO Flexible Design Parameters
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Figure 16. Relative Practical Importance of
AASHO Flexible Design Parameters
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Figure 17 Relative Practical Importance of
AASHO Flexible Design Parameters
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Figure 18. Relative Practical Importance of
AASH0 Flexible Design Parameters
for the Actual Thickness Change Approach
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serviceability index assume an increasing importance in the
determination of flexible pavement thicknesses.
If the same typical design situation as appraised for
theoretical parameter importance was again assumed for a
pragmatic evaluation of the AASHO design factors, then the
relative practical parameter importances are 33 percent for
the traffic parameter, 31 percent for the soil support
parameter, 9 percent for the regional factor, 20 percent for
the terminal serviceability index and 2 percent for the initial
serviceability index. Differences of these percentages from
those values discussed earlier in the theoretical evaluations
are due to the comparable increments of changes determined
for each parameter. While the AASHO traffic parameter shows
the most significant increase in practical importance as
compared to the theoretical measure in which it had no
influence, the regional factor exhibits the most prominent
decrease.
Tolerable AASHO Flexible Parameter Variations . To illus-
trate tolerable parameter variations, plots were developed
for allowable precisions of one parameter versus that of
another for 0.5-. 1.0- and 2.0-in. thickness changes. In
addition, a major thickness change of 0.55 i n » was selected
to show precision requirements that are compatible with
construction specifications and actual thickness variabilities.
These selected constraints are expressed in terms of structural
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Figure 20. Tolerable Precision of AASHO Flexible Parameters
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the thickness increments. For average conditions, tolerable
precisions of the AASHO traffic parameter versus that of soil
support are shown in Figure 19, and the precision of the
traffic parameter versus that of the terminal serviceability
index is illustrated in Figure 20. Each thickness constraint
line indicates the various ways in which a given thickness
can be divided between improving the precision of the traffic
parameter estimate and providing more precise estimates of
the terminal serviceability (or soil support value).
Parameter precisions as dictated by the selected thickness
constraints do not compare favorably with the parameter vari-
ations of usual design situations. While a 1.0-in. change in
thickness permits a traffic parameter estimation to vary as
much as ^-0 percent from the design value, usual variations in
estimating the total equivalent 18-kip single-axle load appli-
cations often approaches 80 percent of the selected design
value. Similar arguments prevail regarding the precision of
the soil support value, but the variation of the serviceability
parameters are commensurate with the precision dictated by
the 1.0-in. thickness change limitation.
Least Squares Analysis of the AASHO Flexible Design .
Traffic and soil support were determined to be the two more
important AASHO Flexible design factors in the sensitivity
analysis. The terminal serviceability index was recognized
as approaching the importance of the soil support parameter.
To generate the data applicable to linear, quadratic and
84
cubic regression analyses, weighted structural numbers and
subsequent total flexible pavement thicknesses were calculated
for the following combinations of AASHO Flexible parameter
values that correspond to California Bearing Ratio values of
2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 15.0, 30.0 and 50.0; Corps of
Engineers traffic categories of I through IV and road and
street classifications of A through E; terminal serviceability
indices of 2.0 and 2.5; initial serviceability index of 4.0
and regional factor of 1.0. These parameter-thickness data
were then assembled in two groups corresponding to terminal
serviceability indices of 2.0 and 2.5. A CBR value and an
equivalent wheel load were associated with each calculated
total thickness. The CBR measures were determined for the
respective AASHO soil support values by using the correlation
chart provided in The AASHO Interim Guide for the Design of
Flexible lavement Structures , and the equivalent wheel load
values xvere calculated according to the specifications of the
California Stabilometer design method.
The regression analysis of the AASHO Flexible parameter-
thickness data produced the equations and the corresponding
coefficients of determination and standard errors of estimate.
These results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. While all
equations are conceptually valid, they were statistically
more efficient but less simple from the linear to the cubic
models. The improvement in the coefficient of determination
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to the ability of the linear expression to clearly indicate
the effects of the subgrade and the traffic on the thickness
requirements for flexible pavements. Therefore, the linear
model is the preferred expression of thickness-parameter
relationships.
A comparison of the equations developed for the two
groups of data shows a slight improvement in the statistical
efficiency of models evaluated for the 2.0 terminal service-
ability data over those models developed for the 2.5 terminal
serviceability data. As indicated by a comparison of the
regression coefficients of the two linear models, the subgrade
factor assumes a greater importance at the lower terminal
serviceability index, but the weighted importance of the
traffic factor is nearly equivalent for both models.
Corps Flexible Pavement Design
Design-Process Logic . In addition to minimum thickness,
aggregate gradation, Atterberg limit specification and other
special requirements, the pavement thickness required by the
Corps of Engineers design criteria is determined by the
California Bearing Ratios of subgrade and structural components
and by the design index which assesses traffic effects. The
logic of the Corps Flexible design process is structured into
the hierarchy chart shown as Figure 21. This diagram illustrates
the ranking of design factors according to the order in which
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Figure 21. Hierarchy Structure of Corps
Flexible Design-Process Logic
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The design objective is finally manifested in the total
thickness proportioned into the required thicknesses of surface,
base and subbase. The California Bearing Ratios and the traffic
design indices represent the first level in the hierarchy
considerations. The various material tests and traffic and
street classifications are necessary to determine the design
parameters and represent the second level of the hierarchy
structure. Items that are recognized as affecting the second-
level evaluations are ranked as factors in the third order.
The salient features of the Corps Flexible design pro-
cedure are the use of CBR measures to estimate both subgrade
and pavement supporting components properties, the absence
of a safety factor which is explicitly employed in the design
process and the determination of total thickness without
knowledge of the materials composing the pavement structure.
Separate determinations are made of the thickness requirements
for frost action or other special problems, but these ex-
ceptional cases were not considered in this research study.
Modeling of the Corps Flexible Design Method . Because
the development of the Corps Flexible design method sub-
stantially depended on empirical relationships, the design
chart shown in Appendix B was judged as the best available
model for the sensitivity analysis. Although a literature
search uncovered several mathematical equations which were
basic to this design technique, none of these equations could
be utilized to yield information of the precision which was
obtained by graphical interpretations of the design charts.
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Sensitivity Analysis of the Corps Flexible Design
Method . An evaluation of the importance of the primary
design factors was premised on the supposition that the more
important parameters cause greater changes in the design
thickness. Instantaneous rates of thickness changes with
respect to parameter changes were approximated by graphically
interpreted first-order partial derivatives and were employed
as measures of relative theoretical parameter importance.
Practical parameter importance measures evidence Individual
effects of parameter variations often encountered in the
design process as well as the formulated inclusion of parameters
in the design charts.
Graphically determined thickness changes which correspond
to selected small parameter changes were divided by the arbi-
trary parameter increments, and the resulting quotients were
designated as the first-order partial derivatives of thickness
with respect to the parameter that induced the specified
thickness change. Derivatives were determined in this manner
for all combinations of C3R values of 2, k, 6, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30 and 40 and of design index values of 1, 2, h t 6, 8 and
10.
Because the Corps Flexible model for the sensitivity
analysis has only the two independent variables of CER value
and design index, concurrent evaluation of the importance of
the subgrade and the traffic parameters as well as the pavement
component layer parameters was not attempted. Therefore,
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theoretical and practical importance measures were determined
only for individual CBR values relative to design index values.
This assessment of CBR importance pertained to either subgrade,
subcase, base or surface property influences on thickness, but
never to subgrade influences relative to pavement structure
influences.
"Relative percentages of a partial" measures are plotted
in Figures 22, 23, 2^-, 25 and 26 to illustrate the importance
of CBR values and design indices in the pavement thickness
design charts. If CBR values of k t 6 and 2, respectively,
represent typical average and upper and lower limits of
highway subgrades in Indiana, the evaluation of relative
theoretical parameter Importance for these situations are
shown in Figures 22, 23 and 2h. California Bearing Ratios of
20 and 40 were employed in determining the graphs shown in
Figures 25 and 26 which illustrate the theoretical importance
of structural component materials relative to design indices.
For a frequently encountered design situation described
by a subgrade CBR value of h % a design index of 5 and a subbase
CBR value of ^-0 , the subgrade has an approximately 60 percent
theoretical importance measure relative to the design index
parameter, and the subbase CBR parameter of 40 is about 20
percent important relative to the Corps Flexible traffic factor.
However, as traffic loads become greater, the relative theo-
retical importance of the CBR parameter increases with a
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among the plots of theoretical importance versus design index
illustrates a decrease of importance for the supporting material
parameter with increasing CBR values.
Quantifications of the practical measures of parameter
importance were graphically determined for the combinations
of 1, 2, k and 6 design index values with 2, 4, 6, 20 and k0
CBR values. Design index values greater than 6 do not apply
to the usual pneumatic-tired vehicular traffic and consequently
were neglected in the practical evaluation of the Corps Flexible
design parameters. To predict representative variations in
the Corps Flexible traffic parameter, the design index was
assumed to be directly and linearly proportional to the Cali-
fornia Stabilometer traffic parameter. Thus, readily determined
variations in California Stabilometer traffic index were
approximated by a continuous function of that traffic parameter
and were translated into similar approximate variations of the
Corps Flexible design index parameter. This method of esti-
mating Corps Flexible design index variations does not enable
average daily traffic or percentage trucks to directly influence
the increments of change, consequently ranges of practical
importance do not occur for a given design index.
Although both "portions of the total differential" and
"relative thickness changes" approaches described in the
Procedure of this report were used to determine relative
practical percentages, only values calculated by the former
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measures were nearly Identical and any discrepancies were due
to graphical measurement errors. The relative practical im-
portance of design indices and of CDR values representing
typical Indiana subgrade design conditions are plotted in
Figures 27, 28 and 29. Practical measures of the significance
of subbase materials which are characterized by CBR values of
20 and ^1-0 are shown in Figures 30 and 31.
From an examination of the plots of practical importance
for the Corps Flexible method, the CBR values that represent
the strengths of subgrade materials have the greatest influence
on pavement thickness. As CBR values increase with the use
of stronger supporting materials, only slight changes in
practical importance occur for these two design variables.
However, when practical importance is evaluated for a CBR
value of 40 and a design index of 6 the traffic parameter is
more important than the subgrade parameter. If the subgrade
CBR value is ^4-, the design index is 5 and the subbase CBR
value is ^0, a typical example of the relative practical
importance of the Corps Flexible parameters indicates that
the subgrade parameter has an 85 percent rating relative to
the design index and that the subbase parameter has a 55
percent practical importance measure relative to the traffic
parameter. For the assumptions made in evaluating practical
importance, the California Bearing Ratio parameter has the
greatest influence on thicknesses determined by the Corps
Flexible design process.
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Tolerable Parameter Variations . Parameter variations
permitted within selected design thickness change constraints
were calculated to illustrate the precision of design parameter
determinations that is commensurate with reasonable thickness
variations in the design and construction of highway pavements.
These variations for the important parameters are plotted in
Figures 32 and 33 • As illustrated in Figure 32, maximum
deviations of 10 percent of the design index value and 8
percent of the GBR value are tolerated by the 1.0-in. thickness
change constraint, provided the design situation is described
by a design index of ^ and a CBE value of h. If the CBR value
is increased to ^0, the maximum tolerable precision of the
CBR parameter is about 31 percent and the maximum variation
of the design index is 51 percent, as indicated in Figure 33.
These tolerated parameter precisions are more exacting than
the usual precision encountered in normal pavement design
circumstances.
Least Squares Analysis of Corps Flexible Design . Design
thicknesses were determined by the Corps Flexible design cri-
teria for all combinations of 2, ^, 6, 8, 10, 15, 30 and 50
CBR values and design index values corresponding to traffic
categories I through IV and street and road classifications A
through E. The graphically determined thicknesses and corre-
sponding supporting material and traffic parameters were analyzed
to determine the best fitting curve. Related mathematical
equations conforming to the general linear, quadratic and
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thickness relationships. The regression equations resulting
from the least squares analyses of the generated parameter-
thickness data are listed in Table 3. A less than significant
improvement in statistical efficiency as evidenced by the
coefficient of determination and standard error measures occurs
when linear, quadratic and then cubic regression models are
fitted to the generated data. The coefficients of determination
of 0.96, O.98 and O.98 and the standard errors of estimate of
1.6k, 1.06 and 1.05 in. are associated with the linear, quadratic
and cubic models, respectively. Each model is a reasonable
approximation of the Corps Flexible parameter-thickness data,
but only the linear equation was amenable to a rational
appraisal of parameter-thickness relationships.
California Stabilometer Design Method
Design-Process Logic . The design-process logic of the
California Stabilometer technique is structured in Figure 3^
to depict the logic employed in determining pavement thicknesses
for various design situations. In addition, this design-
process logic illustrates those factors which affect design
thicknesses and their levels of influence in the decision-
making activity.
The generic factors of traffic, soil support and pavement
structural component qualities are primary considerations in
the California Stabilometer design process, and the parameters
estimating these factors are shown at the first level of the
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of evaluations required to ascertain the design parameters
of traffic Index, resistance value and cohesiometer value.
Traffic index is a function of an equivalent wheel load factor
which also summarizes traffic load and repetition effects,
however, the latter measure is regarded as a second level
consideration. The resistance value is usually estimated by-
laboratory tests, but average values are generally assumed for
cohesiometer values according to the types of materials to be
used in the pavement structure. Third level hierarchy items
are recognized to affect second level factors, and different
third level items are sufficient cause for making separate
second level evaluations.
Modeling of the California Stabllometer Design Method .
Further development of a thickness function model for use in
sensitivity analysis of the California Stabllometer design
technique was not necessary because the published design
equation expresses the total design variable relationships to
the degree of completeness required in this research. That
basic expression, which is shown in the Review of Design Methods
as equation 18, includes all California Stabilometer design
parameters in a single mathematical equation that is sufficient
to prepare the appropriate design charts or to determine di-
rectly the structural design of a flexible pavement. The
design variables expressed in this equation are boxed In the
hierarchy structure of Figure "}k.
Sensitivity Analysis of the California Stabllometer Design
Method
.
In the California Stabilometer technique for the
Ill
design of flexible pavements, the primary factors are traffic,
subgrade and pavement composition which are described by the
traffic index, the resistance value and the cohesioneter value,
While the basic California Stabilometer design equation re-
lates these major factors to pavement thickness, the impor-
tance of these parameters relative to their effect on the
design objective was evaluated in the sensitivity analysis
phase of thes research investigation.
The relative theoretical importance of each parameter in
the design equation is indicated by the first partial deriva-
tive of thickness with respect to each parameter and was
quantified by the "relative percentage of a partial." Because
the numerical value of the first-order derivative depends on
the particular parameter values used, theoretical measures of
importance were determined for all practical combinations of
parameter values. However, to convey a reasonable impression
of parameter importance, only typical combinations were se-
lected for illustration.
Parameter values which characterize average design con-
ditions in Indiana were evaluated to ascertain the relative
theoretical importance of the design variables. The results
of this analysis are plotted in Figure 35. The traffic
parameter is the most important factor and accounts for
relatively 85 percent of the instantaneous rates of thickness
change produced by all the design parameters. The resistance
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thickness changes, and the cohesiometer value is of minimal
theoretical influence by accounting for less than 1 percent
of the rates of change. To illustrate the parameter importance
for a range of soil support conditions, high and low design
resistance values representing one standard deviation above
and below the average were plotted in Figures 36 and 37. A
comparison of these figures with the graph of average condi-
tions shows an insignificant increase in the importance of the
subgrade parameter for higher numerical values of soil resis-
tance. Changes in the relative importance measures are very
small for a wide variation in cohesiometer values.
A practical evaluation of the importance of California
Stabilometer parameters was also made for various combinations
of these values, but only combinations encompassing typical
design situations are illustrated. This practical measure of
importance indicates a remarkable increase in the importance
of the cohesiometer value and a decrease in the importance of
the traffic index as compared to the corresponding theoretical
measures of relative importance. This phenomenon reflects the
influence of parameter variations on thickness determinations.
These variations were not examined by the relative theoretical
importance evaluation.
The same parameter value combinations of Figures 35, 36
and 37 were used in the evaluations of practical parameter
importance illustrated in Figures 38, 39 and ^0. Practical
influence of different cohesiometer values is negligible, and
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If the parameter combinations of resistance value of 20.0
psi , cohesiometer value of 400.0 psi and traffic index of 12.0
is regarded as average then a reasonable image of practical
parameter importance is obtained from Figure 38. A traffic
index of 12 describes a traffic stream composed of 20 percent
trucks traversing a highway that operates at 1200 vph for 20
yr. The appropriate lines of Figure 38 describing this traffic
situation are explained by the reference Figure 10. The re-
sistance value appears to be the most important parameter by
accounting for 45 percent of the possible thickness variations.
Traffic index ranks a close second at 40 percent importance
followed by the cohesiometer value which is of 15 percent
importance in the California Stabilometer design process.
Better sub-grades increase the relative importance of their
descriptive parameters, but higher cohesiometer values do not
change the relative practical importance of that parameter.
The various curves of practical importance are flat which
indicates the parameter influences on thickness do not vary
appreciably with different traffic loads.
While two approaches were used to determine the relative
practical importance of the various design parameters, corre-
sponding results from these approaches are identical to the
nearest 0.1 percent. Thus, the findings of either approach
are represented in Figures 38, 39 and 40 and the first-order
partial derivatives are concluded to be good approximations of
the basic California Stabilometer design equation over small
ranges of parameter values.
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Tolerable Parameter Variations . In analyzing the pavement
design process, the size of parameter changes which are per-
mitted before significant changes in the design thickness are
required offers an interesting evaluation. This determination
strongly indicates the agreement of thickness design precision
and construction tolerances with present ability to ascertain
parameter values.
By substituting several selected thickness changes in
the total differential of the California Stabilometer design
equation, the size of tolerable changes in design parameters
were determined for specified thickness changes. Tolerable
parameter variations are illustrated in Figures hi and 42 for
the following combination of parameter values: a resistance
value of 20 psi , a cohesiometer value of 400 psi and a traffic
index of 12. The maximum percentages of parameter variation
permitted in the subgrade and traffic factors for a 1.0-ln.
thickness change are about 10 and 50 percent, respectively,
while the tolerable change in the cohesiometer value is about
25 percent. This variation is contrary to that expected in
the usual design process which ordinarily has a greater vari-
ation in subgrade support than in the structure quality of
the pavement. The parameter variation for the major change
criterion is considerably less than the usual variation
associated with each parameter value in actual practice, and
the precision demanded in the design and construction process
is not harmonious with the precision of the data which forms
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Least Squares Analysis of California Stabilometer Design .
Thicknesses that are determined by the parameters and criteria
of the California Stabilometer design method were fitted by
the selected linear, quadratic and cubic equations. These
models relate thickness to the two factors of traffic and soil
support which were judged to be the more important in the
sensitivity analysis of the California Stabilometer design
process.
To have comparable regression equations for all design
techniques analyzed in this research study, each generic
factor was quantified by the same parameter. Therefore, the
least squares equations for the California Stabilometer tech-
nique, as well as the other two selected flexible pavement
design techniques, relate thickness to an equivalent 5000-lb
wheel load measure of traffic and to a California Bearing Ratio
measure of soil support. These equations and their measures
of statistical efficiency are presented in Table 4. The
specific models determined for the California Stabilometer
design show a slight improvement in statistical efficiency
from the linear to the quadratic to the cubic models. However,
the linear model best demonstrates the influence of the se-
lected parameters on the dependent thickness variable by clearly
showing that required thicknesses increase with increasing
traffic loads and decreasing bearing ratios. The positive
or negative signs preceding the regression coefficients of
the quadratic and cubic models do not readily indicate these
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Summary of Flexible Pavement Design Results
The AASHO Flexible, Corps of Engineers Flexible and
California Stabilometer design methods were analyzed to identi-
fy and examine the relative effects on thickness of the various
factors considered in these pavement design processes. A
hierarchy structuring of design-process logic, a modeling of
the design technique, a measure of relative theoretical
parameter importance, two measures of relative practical
parameter importance, an evaluation of tolerable parameter
variation and a least squares regression analysis were employed
in the investigation of these flexible pavement design methods.
While the design objective of an adequate highway pavement
to serve the imposed physical and subjective demands is common
to all pavement design techniques, the factors considered and
their manner of employment are particular to each design tech-
nique. Although subgrade characteristics, traffic loads,
pavement material properties, environmental factors and per-
formance criteria are generally regarded as the primary factors
affecting pavement design, a comparison of the hierarchy
structures of each technique reveals unique differences among
design processes.
After a model of each technique which was adequate for
the sensitivity analysis was formulated, a quantitative evalu-
ation of the theoretical influences of major factors on
thickness substantiates the limited similarity among flexible
design techniques. While the Corps Flexible and California
Stabilometer traffic parameters are of considerable theoretical
126
importance to their respective design techniques, the AASHO
Flexible traffic parameter has a negligible influence in the
formulated thickness function. A summarization of parameter
importance for each technique is presented in Table 5« Percent
importance values shown are for the average design situation
as defined for each design method.
Average practical measures of parameter importance are
also shown in Table 5« These realistic measures which account
for parameter variations show a general agreement among design
methods of the relative importance of the primary factors
which influence pavement thickness. The traffic measures and
the supporting soil parameters are ranked as the two most
important factors in practical importance, and pavement ma-
terial properties are third among the flexible design pro-
cedures.
The tolerable parameter variations for selected thickness
change constraints are somewhat peculiar to each design method.
However, the parameter changes permitted before major changes
in the final design thickness are required are considerably
smaller than the variations usually associated with parameter
design values. This disparity is not conclusively attributed
to any particular circumstance.
Linear, quadratic and cubic models were fitted to
parameter-thickness data generated for each design method.
The coefficients of these least squares analyses afford a
common basis for comparison of design factor importance among
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analysis are listed in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. A summarization
of the linear models is presented in Table 6.
If the regression coefficients in the linear model indi-
cate the relative weight of the California Bearing Ratio
subgrade parameter among design methods, then soil support is
most important in the Corps Flexible design method, least
important in the AASHO Flexible design method and intermediate
in importance in the California Stabilometer technique. By
the same reasoning the 5000-lb equivalent wheel load traffic
parameter is most important in the AASHO Flexible design
method, intermediate in importance in the California Stabil-
ometer design method and least important in the Corps Flexible
design technique.
Rigid Pavement Design
The three rigid design techniques investigated in this
research project are AASHO Rigid, Corps Rigid and FCA Rigid
design methods. Each technique was studied to determine a
hierarchy of design-process logic, to develop a design model
adequate for the sensitivity analysis, to evaluate the im-
portance of design parameters by theoretical and practical
measures and to examine tolerable parameter variations. An
additional basis for analyzing rigid pavement designs is pro-
vided by the equations resulting from a least squares fit of
linear, quadratic and cubic models to parameter-thickness
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AASHO Rigid Pavement Design
Design-Process Logic . The logic in resolving rigid
pavement thicknesses by the AASHO design procedure is illus-
trated in Figure ^3. This chart depicts the major design
parameters and the subordinate factors which influence these
values. Although this design-process logic stems from the
same Road Test that spawned the AASHO Flexible design process,
significant differences exist between the two procedures.
Rigid pavement thickness is directly determined without the
intermediate evaluation of a structural number, and environ-
mental considerations, which are an integral part of the
flexible pavement design rationale, are not explicitly con-
sidered in the AASHO Rigid design process. In the development
of the AASHO Rigid design technique, theoretical as well as
empirical relationships were employed in extending the Road
Test findings to encompass a variety of subgrades and concrete
qualities. The parameters employed in the design equation to
make this extension were well established, measurable parameters
which contrasted with the soil support value, layer property
coefficients and regional factor empiricisms of the AASHO
Flexible technique.
The major factors of soil support, pavement material
properties and traffic loads are described in the AASHO Rigid
design process by the modulus of subgrade reaction, the
working flexural stress of concrete and the total equivalent
18-kip single-axle load applications, respectively. The
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Figure ky. Hierarchy Structure of AASHO
Rigid Design-Process Logic
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evaluation of the second hierarchy level factors which are
influenced by those items shown at the third level. The
modulus of subgrade reaction and working flexural stress are
explicitly defined by laboratory tests while the serviceability
indices most often depend substantially on subjective judgment.
Determination of the traffic parameter depends on the pavement
thickness and selected initial and terminal serviceabilities
as well as an estimation of the anticipated traffic. This
interfacing of the traffic parameter with the pavement structural
and performance qualities is unique to the AASHO design methods.
Modeling of the AASHO Rigid Design Method . The thorough
formulation of the AASHO Rigid design process included the
development of the design charts in Appendix D and a corre-
sponding comprehensive design equation. That equation, written
in terms of slab thickness, equivalent 18-kip single-axle
load applications, subgrade modulus, working flexural strength,
modulus of elasticity and serviceability Indices, is shown
in the Review of Design Methods as equation 23. Because all
design parameters are related to the required pavement
thickness in a single equation, no further development of
that expression was required to obtain the thickness function
model needed for the sensitivity analysis.
Sensitivity Analysis of the AASHO Rigid Design Method .
The hierarchy structuring of the design-process logic and the
modeling of the AASHO Rigid technique were phases of the re-
search completed preparatory to the sensitivity analysis which
133
quantitatively evaluated the major factors influencing pavement
thickness. Predicated on the premise that the more important
factors produce a greater change in thickness, measures of
theoretical and practical parameter importance were calculated
for a wide range of parameter values which encompass most
design situations.
The relative theoretical parameter importance measured
the instantaneous rate of change (quantified "by the first-
order partial derivative) in the design thickness as produced
by a particular parameter relative to that change produced
by the other design parameters. Calculations of theoretical
importance were made for most combinations of realistic
subgrade moduli, initial and terminal serviceability indices,
concrete flexural strengths and equivalent 18-kip single-axle
load applications, but only those parameter valu.e combinations
that are reasonably indicative of usual design situations were
evaluated for the illustrations in Figures *l4, 4-5, ^6 and ^7.
Trends evidenced in these plots of relative theoretical
importance versus traffic factor indicate that the terminal
serviceability index parameter completely dominates this
comparative measure of importance. The initial serviceability
index is ranked a remote second, and the traffic, subgrade
and pavement material parameters are estimated to be of negli-
gible relative importance by this theoretical measure. With
heavier traffic loads the serviceability indices assume lesser
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Figure 44. Relative Theoretical Importance of
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Figure 46. Relative Theoretical Importance of
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Figure 47. Relative Theoretical Importance of
AASHO Rigid Design Parameters
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the relative theoretical importance of the serviceability
parameters.
The importance of AASHO Rigid design parameters for
average design conditions are shown in Figure Ml. A traffic
factor of about 200 equivalent daily 18-kip single-axle load
applications reasonably describes a highway which operates at
a peak volume of 1200 vph and which carries a typical traffic
stream with 20 percent trucks. If this condition represents
average traffic loadings, then the terminal serviceability
index is rated 77 percent in theoretical importance, and the
initial serviceability index accounts for 21 percent of the
relative rates of thickness change. The remaining 2 percent
are distributed among the flexural strength, the subgrade
modulus and the equivalent single-axle load parameters.
Parameter combinations which encompass most design situations
were evaluated for the plots of Figures U-k, h$, 46 and ^7.
but no appreciable changes in the relative theoretical measures
of importance occur for the various parameter values analyzed.
In contrast to the dominance of the serviceability
parameters in the evaluation of theoretical importance, the
practical measure of relative importance provides an appraisal
of parameter influence that vias more agreeable with precon-
ceived notions. The relative practical importance percentages
were calculated for a wide range of parameter value combi-
nations, but illustrative graphs of this practical measure
were prepared only for those combinations that are repre-
sentative of the more common highway design situations.
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For the average conditions shown in Figure U8 , the design
parameters and their relative percentage of practical im-
portance are 60 percent for the equivalent single-axle parameter,
20 percent for the flexural strength parameter, 9 percent for
the modulus of subgrade reaction and for the terminal service-
ability index and 2 percent for the initial serviceability
index. The meaning of the short horizontal and extended curve
lines are illustrated in Figure 10. From a comparison of
Figures ^8, k$ and 50, increased values of flexural strength
cause insignificant changes in the relative influence on
thickness of the various AASHO Rigid parameters. As the
terminal serviceability index is increased, implying roads of
better riding quality the traffic, subgrade and pavement
structure parameters assume less Importance, but initial and
terminal serviceability parameters take on greater importance.
These findings are evident from a comparison of Figures ^8
and 51. The plots of practical importance in Figures 52, 53,
5^ and S5 were developed from the "actual thickness change"
approach. These second measures generally substantiated the
results of the "portions of the total differential" approach.
In every AASHO Rigid practical importance figure, except
Figures 51 and 55 where the terminal serviceability index was
above the average value of 2.0, the traffic factor and flexural
strength parameter dominate. Therefore these two factors are
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AASHO Rigid Design Parameters
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Figure 51. Relative Practical Importance of
AASHO Rigid Design Parameters
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Figure 52. Relative Practical Importance of
AASHO Rigid Design Parameters
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for the Actual Thickness Change Approach
lkp,
Tolerable Parameter Variations . Typical examples of
parameter variations within the constraints of several thickness
change limitations are charted in Figures $6 and 57 • These
plots demonstrate the required precision of the traffic
parameter as compared to the needed precision of the terminal
serviceability or flexural strength parameters for 0.5-. 1.0-
and 2.0-in. thickness changes and for a 0.55-in. major thickness
change. By solving the total differential of the AASRO Rigid
design equation for increments of parameter change corresponding
to the selected thickness constraints, the size of the toler-
able parameter variation was ascertained and was plotted as
a percentage of the selected parameter design value.
For a design situation described by a subgrade modulus
of 100 psi , a concrete flexural strength of 600 psi , a terminal
serviceability index of 2.0, an initial serviceability index
of ^.0 and a traffic factor of 213 equivalent axle load appli-
cations, the allowable percentages of variations in the
parameter values are considerably less than normal variations
in present-day measures. For the major thickness change limi-
tation, the maximum tolerated variations are 10 percent for
the terminal serviceability index, 16 percent for the flexural
strength and 55 percent for the traffic factor. These per-
centages are compared, respectively, with 25 percent, 7 percent
and 80 percent variations that are estimated to occur con-
currently in usual design situations.
Least Squares Analysis of AASKO Rigid Design . Linear,
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Figure 57. Tolerable Precision of AASHO Rigid Parameters
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design equation were determined as a prelude to the develop-
ment of a simplified design method for rigid pavements.
Thickness data for a wide range of design parameter values
formed the basis for a least squares fitting of the pre-se-
lected models.
From the sensitivity analysis of the AA3H0 Rigid parameters,
the traffic factor is the most influential parameter in the
pavement design process. The flexural strength of concrete
ranked second and was closely followed by the terminal
serviceability index parameter. Because the latter two factors
are so nearly equivalent in importance, the parameter-thickness
data were grouped into thicknesses for terminal serviceability
indices of 2.0 and 2.5. The two situations were analyzed
separately to examine the differences in the variolas model
approximations as they are influenced by these indices.
Results of the regression analyses are listed in Tables
7 and 8, which shoxv the model types, the regression equations,
the coefficients of determination and the standard errors of
estimate. The parameter-thickness data for the 2.0 terminal
serviceability index are better approximated by the selected
models than data for the 2.5 terminal serviceability index.
Both tables evidence only a slight gain of statistical ef-
ficiency in fitting the linear, quadratic and then cubic
models to the data, and the parameter-thickness relationships
expressed in the linear models exhibit greater simplicity
and logic. Therefore, the linear model of Table 7 is the
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Corps Rigid Design Method
Design-Process Logic . Rigid pavement thickness re-
quirements as developed by the Corps of Engineers design
method are based on a resolution of design values for the
modulus of subgrade reaction, the modulus of rupture for the
pavement material and the design index parameter which summa-
rizes the imposed traffic loads. A graphical illustration
of this design-process logic is shown in Figure 58.
This hierarchy structure supplies a clear and effective
picture which details the level of consideration and points
of modification of those factors which influence the design
of rigid pavements. The major design variables are indicated
by boxes in Figure 58, and evaliiations directly influencing
these parameters are found at the second hierarchy level.
Third level items are recognized to affect second level factors
and are often sufficient reason for separate measurements to
ascertain the design parameter value. Notably absent from
the hierarchy structure is the explicit consideration of a
safety factor to modify the selected design parameters. A
factor of safety was incorporated into the design charts and
effectively became a non-consideration in the design process.
Modeling of the Corps Rigid Design Method . Although
further mathematical development of the equations for the Corps
Rigid technique was desirable to perform a sensitivity analysis,
the published design chart was appraised as a reliable model
for obtaining the needed data in this analysis. The chart
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Figure 58. Hierarchy Structure of Corps
Rigid Design-Process Logic
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of a corresponding design equation and is substantially based
on plotted empirical relationships. The few mathematical
equations pertaining to the design method do not express the
relationships used to prepare the design chart.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Corps Rigid Design Method .
The principal design factors which occupy the first level of
the hierarchy structure and which are the independent variables
exhibited on the design chart, were evaluated for their influ-
ence on pavement thickness. This sensitivity analysis was
based on the premise that the most important parameters have
the greatest effect on design thickness. Instantaneous rates
of thickness change attributed to particular parameters indi-
cate theoretical parameter importance, and net thickness
changes resulting from comparable increments of parameter
change evaluate practical parameter importance.
The first-order partial derivative of thickness with
respect to each design parameter was evaluated as a percentage
of the sum of all partial derivatives and was defined as the
"relative percentage of a partial." This measure of importance
was calculated for a wide range of parameter value combi-
nations, but only several arrangements which encompass most
design situations are illustrated in Figures 59. 60, 6l and 62.
These plots depict the relative theoretical importance of the
Corps Rigid parameters for design indices from 1 to 10. - The
importance of parameters under average design conditions are
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Figure 62. Relative Theoretical Importance Of Corps
Rigid Design Parameters
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shown In Figures 60 and G\ for weak and strong concrete pavement
structures, respectively, and the effect of higher subgrade
moduli on importance are demonstrated in Figure 62.
Examination of these plots establishes the dominant im-
portance of the design index for the illustrated situations
and implies the overwhelming theoretical importance of this
parameter for most other conditions. The importances of the
subgrade modulus and the modulus of rupture do not even ap-
proach the influence of the design index parameter. For each
illustration of theoretical importance the design index ac-
counts for greater than 95 percent of the relative rate of
thickness change while the modulus of rupture and modulus of
subgrade reaction account for less than 5 percent. If
parameter variations are neglected, the Corps Rigid thickness
requirements could essentially be quantified by a traffic load
estimation alone.
Parameter variations, however, are an integral part of
the design process and were considered in developing the rela-
tive practical measures of parameter importance. Graphical
determinations from the published design chart were made for
the first partial derivatives in the "portions of the total
differential" approach and for those thickness changes in-
duced by comparable parameter variations in the "relative
thickness change" approach. The accuracy of graphically
determining the practical importance measures was not as pre-
cise as the mathematical evaluations made for other design
methods. However, the illustrations presented give a valid
162
general approximation of the influences on thickness of the
Corps Rigid design variables. These measures v;ere determined
for a variety of parameter values; however, only design indices
of 1.0, 2.0, 3«0, 4.0 and 5.0 were combined with the practical
range of subgrade modulus and modulus of rupture values for
this sensitivity analysis.
Several selected parameter value combinations, which
correspond to those shown in the theoretical appraisal, were
evaluated according to the practical importance of each
parameter and are illustrated in Figures 63, 64, 65 and 66.
The classifications of highways and traffic in determining
the design index makes an evaluation of the design index
variability difficult. . However, the design index parameter
was assumed to be directly and linearly proportional to the
California Stabiloneter traffic index. Rationally determined
traffic index variations were converted to design index
deviations and were employed in the evaluation of the Corps
Rigid traffic parameter. The design index variations were a
continuous function of the design index, consequently ranges
in practical importance caused by deviations in average daily
traffic or percent trucks did not occur.
For the average conditions described by a design index
of 4.0 and shown in Figure 63, the relative practical parameter
importance is approximately 38 percent for the modulus of
rupture, 42 percent for the subgrade modulus and 20 percent
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there is a significant decrease in its importance. A com-
parison of Figure 63 with Figures 64 and 65 shows that an
increase in the value of the modulus of rupture produces a
slight decrease in the importance of both the design index
and the modulus of rupture and a corresponding increase in
the importance of the subgrade reaction as a determinent of
pavement thickness. A decrease in the modulus of subgrade
reaction i^hich implies weaker supporting soils indicates a
slight increase in the importance of that parameter, little
change in the importance of the modulus of rupture and a
decrease in the importance of the design index.
For the Corps Rigid design method, the modulus of subgrade
reaction and the modulus of rupture are the most important
design variables. The traffic parameter is ranked third based
on the assumptions used in developing the practical importance
measure.
Tolerable Parameter Variations . An evaluation of the
Corps Rigid design, parameters examined the permitted changes
in parameter values before a major alteration was required in
the design thickness. This evaluation shows the precision
required in one design parameter relative to another for se-
lected thickness change limitations.
The trade off of traffic index precision with modulus of
rupture precision is illustrated in Figure 67, and the precision
of the traffic factor versus that of the subgrade modulus is
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Figure 68. Tolerable Precision of Corps Rigid Parameters
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maximum parameter variation is 22 percent for the traffic
parameter, 66 percent for the subgrade parameter and 10
percent for the structure parameter for the major change
limitation. These percentages are compared with the con-
current variations normally encountered of 9 percent, 40
percent and 7 percent, respectively. Although each concurrent
variation of present-day measures are less than the maximum
tolerable variations specified by the major thickness change
limitation, design and construction tolerances are still more
restrictive than present design precision ability. According
to Figure 68 a 9 percent variation in the design index permits
a Jj-0 percent variation in the modulus of subgrade reaction, if
the percent deviation in the modulus of rupture is near zero.
Least Squares Analysis of Corps Rigid Design . Thickness
requirements by the Corps Rigid design method were determined
for every combination of subgrade moduli corresponding to C3R
values of 2, 4-. and 6, design indices of 1, 2, 3. ^ and 5 and
rupture moduli of 550, 600, 650, 700, 750 and 800 psi . Re-
gression coefficients were determined for linear, quadratic
and cubic models for this parameter-thickness data. Although
the modulus of subgrade reaction and the modulus of rupture
were concluded to be the most important design variables in
the Corps Rigid design technique, the regression models were
expressed in terms of a traffic parameter and the modulus of
rupture. The subgrade factor was neglected as an independent
variable so that the developed models are comparable to the
171
corresponding models of the other rigid pavement design tech-
niques. However, different required thicknesses corresponding
to various subgrade moduli of reaction were incorporated into
data which formed the basis for the regression models.
Listed in Table 9 are the model types, the regression
equations for the generated thickness data, the coefficients
of determination and the standard errors of estimate. All
models fit the data reasonably well, but a slight improvement
in statistical efficiency occurs for the higher powered models.
When this improvement is compared to the simplicity and
rationale of the linear model, the linear equation is judged
the most appropriate for summarizing this research investi-
gation. The coefficient of determination and the standard
error of estimate are 0.84 and 4.63 for the linear model, 0.87
and 4.22 for the quadratic model. The cubic model was reduced
to the same equations as the quadratic model to avoid matrix
singularity in solving for the cubic regression coefficients.
The relatively large standard error of estimate reflects the
influence of the subgrade parameter on the generated parameter-
thickness data.
FCA Rigid Design
Design-Process Logic . The Portland Cement Associations 's
approach to the design of rigid pavements is predicated on the
fatigue effects of repeated axle load applications on the
pavement slab. These influences depend on the stresses that
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the stresses produced by the wheel loads are a function of
the pavement thickness and the subgrade support, the slab
strength is primarily affected by the strength properties of
the concrete. The ratio of load-induced stress to flexural
strength is defined as the stress ratio and dictates the
allowable number of load repetitions. When allowable repe-
titions are compared to anticipated repetitions which are
determined by an estimation of the traffic demands, a measure
of fatigue resistance consumed is calculated to gauge the
adequacy of the trial thickness design. This process is re-
peated until an acceptable pavement design is achieved.
The hierarchy structure of this design-process logic is
shown in Figure 69 to graphically illustrate the primary design
factors and to enumerate the modifying factors of the PGA
Rigid pavement design technique. The PCA process of determining
thickness requirements is not concordant with the generalized
hierarchy structure that is proposed in the procedure, because
considerable manipulation of the design parameters occurs in
obtaining the fatigue resistance consumed. Therefore, those
factors shown in Figure 69 between the design parameters and
the design objective are regarded as intermediate transition
considerations separating parameters from objective. The
modulus of subgrade reaction, modulus of rupture, average
daily traffic, percent trucks and weight classification of
traffic loads, which are outlined by a solid rectangle, are
defined as design parameters and are ranked as first level
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Figure 69. Hierarchy Structure of PCA
Rigid Design-Process Logic
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measurements required to ascertain the parameter values are
shown at the second level, and items recognized to affect the
design parameter "by influencing test results are at the third
hierarchy level. Traffic considerations, which usually are
ranked at the third level, were arbitrarily advanced to the
second level because they directly modify the traffic design
parameters.
Modeling of the PCA Rigid Design Method . The equation
for the PCA design technique (equation 26) does not suf-
ficiently express in mathematical terms the parameter-thickness
relationships for the sensitivity analysis. The independent
traffic design variables shown in Figure 69 are lacking.
However, documented explanations of the design process afford
enough information to develop the basic equation into an
equation which mathematically encompasses the total design
procedure. This newly formulated mathematical expression, as
shown below, served as the PCA design model for the sensitivity
analysis.
20.24P.





0.925+0. 0091 (A Mk/D-3 ) 4
- 12.0 [2 8]
where ADT = average daily traffic in both directions
(vehicles per day),
PTT = percentage of total traffic which is trucks,
AT. = axles per 1000 trucks for axle load class (1),
P* = design load equal to the midpoint of axle
load class (i) (pounds),
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MR = modulus of rupture (pounds per square inch),
D = pavement thickness (inches),
a. = radius of contact (inches) and
k = modulus of subgrade reaction (pounds per cubic
inch)
.
This design model relates the modulus of subgrade reaction,
the modulus of rupture and the three factors characterizing
traffic loads to the required thickness for a 125 percent,
fatigue resistance consumed failure criteria. In developing
this equation for the sensitivity analysis, reasonable as-
sumptions, which are detailed in Appendix F, were made in
regard to the lateral distribution of traffic, the axle load
allocations among vehicles in the traffic stream and the
design life of the facility.
Sensitivity Analysis of the PCA Rigid Design Method .
From the hierarchy structuring and the design modeling of the
PCA technique, five factors were selected as major design
parameters. Three factors, which are average daily traffic,
percentage of trucks and axles per 1000 trucks, are related
to traffic conditions, and the other two factors of subgrade
modulus and modulus of rupture relate to characteristics of
the supporting material.
While relative theoretical importance measures were
determined for a large array of parameter value combinations,
only those arrangements describing usual design circumstances
are illustrated in Figures 70, 71, 72 and 73. To facilitate
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appropriate California Stabilometer traffic index values
were selected to summarize the traffic parameter for the
three PCA factors which describe traffic conditions. Average
conditions were described by a modulus of rupture equal to
600 psi and a modulus of subgrade reaction equal to 100 psi
.
For a traffic index equal to 12.0, which characterizes a
typical highway traffic loading, the relative theoretical
importance measures are about 66 percent for the modulus of
rupture, 31 percent for the subgrade modulus, 2 percent for
the axle per 1000 truck parameter, 1 percent for the percentage
of trucks and negligible importance for the average daily
traff i c
.
The effects on importance of high and low deviations
from the average modulus of rupture are evidenced by a
comparison of Figures 71 and 72 with Figure 70. For increasing
moduli of rupture, the theoretical importance of that
parameter decreases and the importance of the subgrade
parameter increases while little change in the importance
of the traffic parameter occurs. The higher subgrade modulus
values depicted in Figure 73 produce a decrease in the im-
portance of that parameter but an increase in the modulus of
rupture and virtually no change in the traffic parameters.
Measures of practical parameter importance are illus-
trated in Figures 7*Jj, 75, 76 and 77. Only the "total differ-
ential" approach was used to evaluate practical importance
because the PGA design process specifies that trial thicknesses
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the "relative thickness change" approach are greatly affected
by this 0.5-in. specification, this corroborating measure of
practical importance was omitted from the study. For average
conditions, the relative practical importances are 60 percent
for the modulus of rupture, 25 percent for the subgrade modu-
lus, 15 percent for the average daily traffic and a negligible
amount for the other two traffic factors. If the pavement is
built of stronger concrete or on subgrades of higher moduli
of reaction, the importance of the supporting material
parameters increase but that of the traffic parameters
decrease.. The modulus of subgrade reaction and the modulus
of rupture are the most important parameters in the PCA Rigid
design process.
Tolerable Parameter Variations . Illustrations of the
precision required for one parameter versus that of another
for selected thickness change constraints are shown in Figures
78 and 79. The maximum precisions required by the 0.5-in.
constraint are about 4 percent, 50 percent and 35 percent of
the design values for the modulus of rupture, percentage
trucks and average dally traffic parameters, respectively.
These percentages compare favorably with the 7 percent, 25
percent and 30 percent concurrent variations usually en-
countered in most design situations.
Least Squares Analysis of FCA Rjg;ld Design . Pavement
thicknesses were calculated for all combinations of moduli
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traffic factor values corresponding to the Corps of Engineers
A through E road and street classes and I through IV traffic
categories and subgrade moduli corresponding to CER values of
2, 4 and 6. A least squares analysis was performed on these
thicknesses and the corresponding traffic and pavement structure
parameters to determine the "best fit of selected linear, quad-
ratic and cubic models. The subgrade factor influenced the
parameter thickness data but was not included as an independent
variable in the regression analysis. Deletion of the modulus
of subgrade reaction from the regression models was done so
that comparable models are developed for each technique.
Results of the regression analysis are tabulated in
Table 10 which shows little improvement in the statistical
efficiency of the quadratic or cubic models over the simpler
linear model. The linear model is, therefore, to be preferred
over the other models as an approximation of the PCA parameter-
thickness relationships and as an interpretive tool for the
evaluation among design methods of relative parameter im-
portance. The coefficient of determination and standard
errors of estimate are O.S>6 and 0.39 in. for the linear model
,
and 0.97 and 0.33 in. for the quadratic model. The equation
and measures of statistical efficiency of the cubic model is
the same as that of the quadratic model because the variables
of the cubic model which were deleted to avoid matrix singu-
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Summary of Rigid Pavement Design Results
To further the knowledge of pavement design, three tech-
niques for the design of rigid highway pavements were critically
studied to determine the essential factors of each method and
their influence on thickness requirements. The AASHO Rigid,
Corps Rigid and PCA Rigid design methods were structured into
a hierarchy of design-process logic, modeled mathematically
or graphically for the sensitivity analysis, analyzed as to
the theoretical and practical importances of design parameters
and employed to generate parameter-thickness data to which
linear, quadratic and cubic equations were fitted.
The ordering of design factors is illustrated for each
design technique in a hierarchy of design-process logic. Al-
though the objective of rigid pavement design is consistently
manifested by the required concrete slab thickness, each
hierarchy structure is distinct in the items considered and
in the manner of resolving thickness. However, each design
procedure primarily bases the required thickness on the
magnitude and frequency of traffic, the soil support of the
subgrade and the strength of the concrete pavement structure.
While no single traffic parameter is common to these design
methods, the modulus of subgrade reaction measures soil
support in all three techniques. The modulus of rupture or a
factor of safety modification quantifies the pavement structure
properties in each method.
Further development of thickness models for the sensitivity
analysis of the AASHO Rigid and Corps Rigid processes was not
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necessary, but a mathematical model of the total PCA Rigid
design process was formulated in this research investigation.
With the establishment of adequate models a quantitative
evaluation was made of design parameter influences on pavement
thickness.
Parameter influences were judged by the first-order
partial derivative of thickness with respect to each parameter
and were quantified by a relative theoretical importance
measure. A comparison among corresponding plots for each
design technique evidences a vast difference in theoretical
importance among the design parameters estimating the same
generic factor. These dissimilarities, which are also tabu-
lated in Table 11 for average conditions further establish
the uniqueness of each design method.
The relative practical importance measure accounts for
normal parameter variation and is considered a more compre-
hensive and realistic appraisal of design parameter influence
on thickness. A greater consistency of parameter importance
within and among design methods is obtained through this
measure. In general, the parameters of traffic effects and
those descriptive of concrete strength are regarded as the
most important factors in rigid pavement design. Typical
practical importance values are shown in Table 11. Although
-two of the three techniques rani: the traffic factor third in
importance, the dominating influence of the traffic factor in
the AASKO Rigid technique is sufficient reason to regard
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The parameter variations permitted for selected thickness
change constraints were determined and are Illustrated for
each design method. The tolerable parameter variations are
usually smaller than those deviations normally encountered in
actual practice. While the discrepancies exist between
tolerable and actual variations, a definite evaluation of
these ramifications was not possible within the scope of this
project.
The regression analysis for each design technique shows
an improved fit of the data by the progressively higher
powered model. With this Improvement in statistical efficien-
cy comes a greater number of regression coefficients and
parameter functions to confuse the relationships between
thiclmess, traffic, structural strength and subgrade.
Therefore, the linear regression equation is preferred as
the best balance of simplicity and statistical efficiency.
The linear models of each design method and the corre-
sponding measures of statistical efficiency are shown in
Table 12. A comparison of the regression coefficients for
the modulus of rupture variable in the varioiis linear models
indicates that the flexural strength is more important in the
AASHO Rigid design method that in the Corps Rigid technique
and is of least importance in the PCA Rigid design method.
The relative influence of the number of equivalent 5-kip
wheel loads among design methods is greatest in the AASHO
Rigid method, least in the Corps Rigid technique and inter-
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General Summary of Results
In summary, practical measures of importance, tolerable
parameter variations and regression analyses of each technique
demonstrate general similarities for flexible and for the
rigid design methods which were not foreordained when only
the differences exhibited in the hierarchy structuring of
design-process logic and in the evaluation of theoretical
parameter importance are considered. On the basis of these
results, however, the development of a simplified method for




In the early stages of this research, isometric plots of
the equations for the six selected design methods were prepared
to gain an intuitive appreciation of the parameter-thickness
relationships. These three-dimensional graphs, shown in
Figures 80, 8l, 82, 83, 8^ and 85 aided in forming the analysis
techniques and in developing the concept of a simplified
design technique. When the three flexible or three rigid
isometric plots were superimposed, the possibility of an
average thickness surface representing a simplified thickness
function was apparent as a research objective.
In outlining the procedure for developing this final
research activity, several requisites for the simplified design
methods were specified. These methods were to provide a
technique compatible with present parameter variations, to
encompass the representative design methods, to delete from
the design process any unimportant design variables and to
simplify existing design models within the allowable precision
of pavement thickness determinations. The proposed synthesis
of the three rigid or the three flexible design methods
adequately fulfills these designated requisites. The
feasibility of the synthesis procedure was especially
198
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Figure 84. Isometric Plot
Relationship
of Corps Rigid Design
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Figure 85. Isometric Plot of PCA Rigid Design
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enhanced by the results of the least squares analysis which
showed high coefficients of determination and low standard
errors of estimate for the regression equations that were ascer-
tained for each design technique.
Actual development of the simplified methods depended
on the preceding sensitivity analysis, in which the two more
important variables in the flexible or rigid design process
were determined. The various parameters used to estimate
either of these factors were related by direct correspondence,
and one parameter for each generic factor was selected as the
design parameter to be employed in the simplified method.
Parameter-thickness data for each design criteria were then
generated for a large array of simplified design parameter
value combinations. 3y combining the information representative
of the three flexible or three rigid techniques, a synthetic
group of data were amassed and fitted by linear, quadratic
and cubic equations. The equation representative of the
simplified design method for flexible or for rigid pavements
was then chosen as the optimum balance of statistical efficiency
and model simplicity.
Simplified Flexible Design
Traffic loading and soil support are the two more im-
portant factors in flexible pavement design as evidenced from
the results of the sensitivity analysis and from the examination
of tolerable parameter variations. Each generic factor is
estimated by three different parameters that are associated
205
with the AA3H0 Flexible, Corps Flexible and California
Stabilometer design methods. To obtain compatible parameter-
thickness data, parameters for estimating either traffic
loadings or soil supports were related by direct correspondence
to produce comparable independent variable values. To generate
comparable dependent variable values, total thicknesses com-
posed of 3.0 in. of plantmix asphalt surface, 5-0 in. of
crushed stone base and various amounts of sandy gravel sub-base
were calculated for the independent variable combinations.
Establishing mutual parameter value combinations and comparable
pavement thicknesses permitted the generation of the necessary
data for the synthesis of flexible pavement design techniques.
Correlation of Flexible Design Farameters
Soil support is estimated by the soil support value, the
California Bearing Ratio and the resistance value respectively,
in the AASHO Flexible, Corps Flexible and California Stabil-
ometer techniques. The soil support value parameter of the
AASHO Flexible design method is not physically defined but
relies on the correlation of other standard soil tests to
specify its value. The correlation chart for the AASHO tech-
nique relates the California Bearing Ratio to the resistance
value and to the soil support value (1). The California bearing
Ratio, which is determined by a relatively simple and versa-
tile soil testing procedure, was arbitrarily selected as the
soil support parameter for the simplified design method because
this measure has rather wide use among agencies responsible
for the design of highway pavements.
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Correlation of the three traffic parameters was made by
assuming a variety of traffic loading conditions and "by de-
termining that value of each parameter which describes the
selected conditions. Because the Corps Flexible design index
is a discrete rather than a continuous parameter and is based
on highway and traffic classifications, the other traffic
parameters of equivalent lS-kip single-axle load applications
and traffic index were calculated to correspond to forty
different combinations of Corps highway classes and traffic
categories.
The total number of equivalent 5-kip wheel loads was
arbitrarily selected as the traffic parameter for the simpli-
fied design method because this traffic measure has been
extensively used and is simple to determine. This equivalent
wheel load measure is the factor employed in the California







where EWL = equivalent 5-kip wheel loads.
w = design wheel load of class (i) (kips) and
r = number of load applications of class (i).
For single-axle arrangements, the design wheel load is the
midpoint of the axle load class interval. For tandem axles
the design wheel load is equal to 1.1 times that midpoint
value to account for the superimposed stress effects produced
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by the proximity of wheel loads in a tandem axle arrangement.
VJhile the Corps Flexible technique specifies the weight and
dimensions of design vehicles that represent passenger cars,
panel and pickup trucks, 2-axle trucks and buses, 3-a.xle
trucks, ^—axle trucks and 5-axle trucks, the Corps traffic
categories do not adequately define the distribution of these
vehicles within broad specifications for percentage of trucks.
Therefore, a reasonable distribution of particular vehicle
types within each category was assumed to refine the traffic
category descriptions so that equivalent 18-kip applications,
traffic indices and equivalent 5-kip wheel loads could be
determined.
Development of a Simplified Flexible Thickness Equation
After the various soil support and traffic parameters
were related by direct correspondence, comparable parameter-
thickness data were generated for each flexible design method.
These data were then collated so that three thicknesses exist
for each combination of C3R values of 2, ^, 6, 8, 10, 15, 30
and 50 and of equivalent wheel load values for Corps road and
street classes A through E and traffic categories I through
IV. If any thickness points were less than a minimum of 8 in.
,
these values were removed from the synthesis along with the
other two corresponding data, points. Linear, quadratic and
cubic equations were fitted to the parameter-thickness data
by the least squares technique.
Because the terminal serviceability index of the AASHO
Flexible technique has considerable influence on thickness
208
as shown in the sensitivity analysis, two groups of parameter-
thickness data representing terminal indices of 2.0 and 2.5
were combined with the Corps Flexible and California Stabilometer
data. Results of these syntheses are presented in Tables 13
and 1^. The linear model shown in Table 13 has a coefficient
of determination of 0.70 and a standard error of estimate of
2.66 in. While the quadratic and cubic models exhibit a
slight improvement in the two goodness of fit measures, the
linear model affords the simplest explanation of the pavement
design process. The equations and statistical measures of
Table lb indicate similar results but show a slight Improvement
in statistical efficiency over the equations of Table 13.
Therefore, the following linear model was selected as the
relationship for the simplified design of flexible pavements:
T = - 10.37 - 23.29 log(CBR) + 5.85 log(EWL) [30]
where T = total flexible pavement thickness (inches),
CBR = California Bearing Ratio and
EWL = total number of equivalent 5-kip wheel loads.
The equivalent wheel loads and the California Bearing Ratios
are calculated by the procedures specified in the California
Stabilometer and the Corps of Engineers Flexible pavement
design techniques, respectively.
Applications to Practice
A design chart based on equation 30 was prepared to
facilitate the application of the simplified method to design
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shown in Figure 86 encompasses most design situations, excessive
extrapolation of the linear relationships is not recommended
because the straight line representation is not valid for
extreme values of soil support and traffic loads. At present,
the simplified design method for flexible pavements is suited
for expedient approximations of pavement thicknesses. Vali-
dation of this technique is necessary to ascertain its overall
reliability.
Simplified Rigid Design
Analysis of the three rigid pavement design techniques
revealed the factors of traffic loading and pavement strength
as the more important considerations in the design of rigid
pavements. The various design parameters of the AASHO Rigid,
Corps Rigid and PCA Rigid procedures are similar for pavement
strength, but the traffic parameters differ considerably. To
carry out the synthesis of rigid pavement design techniques,
these generic factors were related to each other, and thickness
data peculiar to each design method were generated for a large
array of parameter combinations. Selected models were fitted
to the combined data, and an optimum choice was made of the
equation to represent the simplified design method for rigid
pavements.
. Correlation of Rigid Design Farameters
The flexural strength of the pavement is recognized as
an important factor in rigid pavement design. Consideration
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techniques is by the modulus of rupture, but the AASHO Rigid
method utilizes a modulus of rupture that is modified by a
factor of safety. Because the properties of the pavement
material are quantified by some form of the modulus of rupture
for concrete in all three methods, correlation of that factor
is directly possible among design procedures. The modulus of
rupture also was logically selected as the pavement material
parameter for the simplified design method*
Various measures are used by the investigated design
methods to describe the traffic loading conditions. The PCA
Rigid technique employs average daily traffic, percentage of
trucks and axles per 1000 trucks as traffic parameters. The
AASHO Rigid and Corps Rigid methods use single measures of
equivalent 18-kip single-axle load applications and design
index, respectively, to summarize traffic loadings. These
measures were correlated with each other by assuming various
traffic conditions and by determining the appropriate de-
scriptive parameter or parameters in the case of the PGA design
method. The traffic conditions were specified by forty combi-
nations of ten Corps highway classes and four Corps traffic
categories. For the simplified rigid pavement design method,
the equivalent 5 -kip wheel load measure of the California
Stabilometer technique was used to quantify all traffic loads.
Development of a Simplified Rigid Thickness Equation
For each rigid pavement design method, thicknesses were
determined for every combination of moduli of rupture equal
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to 500, 600, 700 and 800 psl , of equivalent 5-kip wheel load
values representing Corps road and street classes A through
E and traffic categories I through IV and of subgrade moduli
values equivalent to CBR values of 2, k and 6. Synthesizing
the data of each technique into an aggregate group of collated
data points permitted the development of several equations
that encompass the AASIIO Rigid, Corps Rigid and PCA Rigid
design methods. When a thickness was less than a specified
4-in. minimum, that data point along with the other corre-
sponding points were discarded from the synthesis.
Determination of possible thickness equations involved
a least squares fitting of linear, quadratic and cubic models
to the generated data. Results of this regression analysis
are presented in Tables 15 tfnd 16. As in the development of
the simplified flexible method, two groups of combined data
which differ only by the data contributed by the AASHO Rigid
technique were analyzed. The results of this analysis for a
terminal serviceability index of 2.0 are shown in Table 15,
and the results that apply to data for a terminal serviceability
of 2.5 are given in Table 16.
Regardless of which group of data was analyzed, the
linear, quadratic and cubic models all exhibit small coef-
ficients of determination and high standard errors of estimate.
This situation occurred even though separate least squares
analyses of each technique indicated that the linear, quadratic
or cubic models were excellent approximations of the original
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PCA data were the primary source of data variation "because
the thicknesses required by the PCA Rigid design criteria
were considerably larger than the corresponding values for the
AA3H0 Rigid and Corps Rigid methods. In addition, PCA thick-
nesses were below the minimum level for every Corps highway
class that was combined with traffic categories I and II. To
avoid erroneous results, the PCA Rigid data were deleted from
the synthesis of pavement design techniques, and simplified
equations were fitted to the remaining data. Results of this
modified synthesis of design techniques are presented in Tables
17 and 18. While the regression analysis of the data, which
included the PCA Rigid thicknesses, exhibit coefficients of
determination of 0.2 and standard errors of estimate of 3.2
in., the corresponding measures of statistical efficiency
shown in Tables 17 and 18 are about 0.7 and 1.3 In.
The cubic models of Tables 17 and 18 exhibit no statisti-
cal advantage over the quadratic and, in fact, are the same
mathematical expression as the quadratic model due to the
deletion of variables to avoid matrix singularity. The quad-
ratic models were only slightly more efficient than the linear
models. Therefore, the linear equation affords a realistic
representation of the rigid pavement parameter-thickness
relationships for the simplified design method. Because the
linear equation in Table 17 is slightly more efficient than
that equation in Table 18, the following expression was
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T = - 0.43 - 0.0072 (MR) + 1.55 log(EWL) [31]
where T = slab thickness (inches),
MR = modulus of rupture (pounds per square inch) and
EWL = total number of equivalent 5-^iP wheel loads.
The modulus of rupture is estimated by standard laboratory
tests on concrete beams. The equivalent wheel load parameter
is specified in the California Stabilometer design method.
Applications to Practice
Although a design chart shown in Figure 87 was developed
to expedite slab thickness determinations, judicious use of
the simplified design is recommended for extraordinary design
situations. The assumptions of this research and the corre-
lations of the various design parameters have considerable
bearing on the final simplified thickness equation, and
extrapolation beyond the limits of the linear relationships
of the design chart is not suggested. Confident application
of the simplified method follow repeated successful use of
this technique. Presently this simplified method does offer











































































In this research investigation, the AASHO Flexible, Corps
Flexible, California Stabilometer, AASHO Rigid, Corps Rigid
and FCA Rigid highway pavement design methods were analyzed
to identify and examine the major factors which influence
thickness requirements. Simplified design methods for rigid
and flexible pavements were developed from a synthesis of
parameter-thickness data that were generated for the selected
techniques. For the procedures and assumptions in this analysis
and synthesis, the following conclusions appear justified.
1. Each flexible or rigid design method exhibits unique
differences in the design-process logic of resolving the
required pavement thickness. Theoretical design parameter
importance measures also evidence this uniqueness by indicating
that various parameters estimating the same generic factor
have remarkably different influences on thicknesses among
design methods.
2. While the formulation of equations or charts is
particular to each design process, a realistic appraisal of
practical parameter influence on thickness demonstrates a
reasonable consistency among design methods and attests to a
general similarity among flexible or rigid techniques. These
practical parameter importance measures, which account for
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the usual variation in parameter values led to the conclusion
that traffic load and subgrade support are the more important
design factors In the design process for flexible pavements.
For rigid pavement design, traffic load and pavement flexural
strength are the more Important factors. At least 66 percent
of the possible variation in flexible or rigid pavement
thickness determinations are explained by these important
factors for usual design conditions.
3. Tolerable parameter variations for selected thickness
change constraints are generally less than actual parameter
deviations normally encountered in design practices. This
discrepancy indicates either one or a combination of the
following possibilities:
a. The precision of parameter determinations needs
to be refined,
b. Design and construction thickness tolerances
and penalties imposed for violating these
restrictions are not commensurate with design
precision, and
c. Pavement design techniques incorporate explicit
or implied factors of safety which compensate
for the imprecision of parameter values.
4. Based on the evaluations of relative parameter
importances and tolerable parameter variations, the need for
highly sophisticated design techniques was not substantiated,
and the desirability of simplified design methods was apparent
for the quality of information that is presently utilized in
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pavement design. The following equations express the
parameter-thickness relationships developed for the simplified
methods.
For flexible pavements:
T = - 10.37 - 23.29 log(CBR) + 5-85 log(EWL) [30]
For rigid pavements:
T = - 0.^3 - 0.0072(MR) + 1.55 log(EWL) [31]
where T = total pavement thickness (inches),
CBR = California Bearing Ratio of soil support,
MR = modulus of rupture of concrete (pounds per
square inch) and
EWL = total number of equivalent 5-kip wheel loads.
Parameter-thickness relationships demonstrate reasonable
linear tendencies with only slight improvement in the sta-
tistical efficiency of quadratic or cubic approximations.
Judicious use of the developed equations is recommended
because the simplified techniques lack significant theoretical
or empirical substantiation. However, these equations do




RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
As a result of this analysis and synthesis of pavement
design techniques, further research appears warranted in
several areas of highway pavement design. The following
research topics are proposed to expand the findings of this
study by improving the understanding of highway pavement
systems and their design.
1. The need still exists for continued research in the
investigation of the influences on the design product of
subjective judgment, correlation constants and other factors,
such as modulus of elasticity or Poisson's ratio, which are
held constant in the design equation, environmental consider-
ations and factors of safety. These implicit or assumed
factors apparently have a significant effect on design require-
ments.
2. Discrepancies exist between parameter variations
normally encountered in the design process and the smaller
deviations permitted by reasonable thickness change constraints,
Therefore, an investigation of inherent parameter variations
is needed to determine possible improvements in the precision
of prediction. Further development of allowable parameter
precision would include a cost-effectiveness analysis of the
improved precision.
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3. Further study of the differences between design and
construction thickness tolerances and actual design precision
is recommended. This investigation would be directed princi-
pally toward an economic evaluation of the penalty incurred
by the design agency or the contractor for thicknesses above
or below the design value. A pavement design procedure which
balances the economic penalties for failures against the costs
of avoiding these risks should be pursued in this study.
ty. While estimates of traffic magnitudes and repetitions
represent the most important consideration in the design
process, the schemes for determining these design parameters
are the least consistent among design techniques. The quality
of data on traffic characteristics appears Inadequate for
pavement design purposes, and the development of valid pro-
cedures for estimating traffic effects is suggested for
future research.
5. Because pavement types do not exhibit distinctly a
rigid or a flexible behavior, a single design method that is
applicable to all pavements may be possible and practical.
Current pavement design techniques describe soil support by
one parameter; therefore, a similar universal description of
pavement structure properties (whether rigid or flexible) is
needed for the proposed design method. This universal
pavement material parameter could be a combination of existing
rigid or flexible parameters or an entirely new measure of
pavement structural properties.
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While many possibilities exist for future research,
those delimited above are most appropriate for expanding the
specific findings of this report. Further research directed
toward developing a fundamental understanding of highway
pavement structures is mandatory if pavement design is to
become an increasingly quantitative science.
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Development of an AASHO Flexible Model
for the Sensitivity Analysis
The following description pertains to the development
of a mathematical solution for the design charts Al and A2.
An equation was first evolved at the Road Test for the nomo-
graphical relationship of the soil support value scale, the
total number of equivalent daily 18-klp single-axle load
applications scale and the structural number scale. This
equation was then combined with the regional factor scale
and the weighted structural number scale to formulate the
thickness relationship for the sensitivity analysis.
From the arrangement of the nomograph scales, the general
form of the soil support value-traffic factor-structural
number relationship is:
a f(SSV) + b f(SK) = f(U) + d [Al]
where f (SSV) = SSV = linear function of the soil support
value scale
,
f (3~) = function of the structural number scale,
f (W) - log (17) = logarithmic function of the
traffic factor scale and
a,b,d = constants.
When the soil support value is 3.0, the total number of
equivalent 18-kip single-axle load applications is related
to the structural number by the expression:
log(W) = 9.36 log(SN+l) - 0.20 [A2]
+
0.^0 + —J^ET
(SMl-l) 5 ' 19
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where W = total number of equivalent 18-kip single-axle
load applications,
c -p
G = log ° :—? = serviceability function,
°o °
c = initial serviceability index and
o
p = terminal serviceability index.
In constructing the design nomograph, the axle load
application scale was first established on a logarithmic basis.
Rays from 3.0 on the soil support scale were drawn through
calculated points on the load application scale to intersect
the developing structural number scale at points x^hich corre-
spond to the appropriate structural number according to the
relationship of equation A2. Therefore, the left-hand side
of equation A2 is the function of the traffic factor scale,
and the right-hand side is the function of the structural
number scale
.
When the structural number is 1.98, the logarithm of the
total number of axle load applications is 4.22 for terminal
and initial serviceability indices of 2.0 and 4.2, respectively.
Substitution of the appropriate function values into equation
Al permits that equation to be written as follows.
3.0 a + 4.22 b = 4.22 + d [A3]
In the preparation of the design charts by the AASKO
Design Committee, a 4.5-in. asphalt plantmix surface of
structural- number 1.98 and crushed stone base with a soil
support value of 10.0 were assumed to carry 7 , 300, 000
equivalent load applications. If these numbers are converted
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into appropriate function values and are substituted into
equation Al , the following expression is obtained.
10.0 a + Jj-,22 b = 6.86 + d [A4]
A third equation, which is similar to equation A3, is
determined to provide still another version of equation Al.
3.0 a + 6.86 b = 6.86 + d [A5J
After equations A3, A4 and A5 are solved simultaneously for
constants a, b and d, equation Al is rewritten as.
h^ f(SSV) + f(SN) = f(W) + 3.0 :c h~^ [A6]
This expression relates the soil support value, the number of
equivalent 18-kip single-axle load applications and the
structural number as follows.
log(W) = 9-36 log(SN+l) - 0.20 [A7]
+
^Too* + 0.37756(SSV - 3.0)
(sii+i) 5 - 19
To develop the entire AASH0 Flexible model, weighted
structural number and regional factor parameter are incorpo-
rated into the mathematical representation of the design
nomographs. The general relationship between structural
number, weighted structural number and regional factor is
written in the following format:
m f (RF) = n + f(SK) - f(SN) [A8J
where f (RF) = log(RF) = logarithmic function of the
regional factor scale,
f(SU) = function of the structural number scale
determined previously as the right-hand
side of equation A2,
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f(SII) = f(SN) = function of the weighted structural
number scale which is the same as the
structural number scale and
m, n = constants.
When the regional factor is 1.0, the logarithm of the regional
factor is zero, and the structural number function equals the
weighted structural number function. Substituting these
values into equation A8 defines the constant (n) as zero.
The numerical value of the remaining constant is then deter-
mined by selecting corresponding values of structural number,
regional factor and weighted structural number from the design
nomograph. The solution for (m) is 0.97. A final expression,
which contains all AASHO Flexible design variables, was
obtained by writing the structural number function of equation
A6 in terms of a regional factor and weighted structural
number.
Glog(VO =9.36 log(6f.+ l) - 0.20 +
0.^0 + 109
;i-
(SlI+1) 5 * 19
•+ 0. 37756 (SSV-3.0) - 0.97 log(RF) [A9]
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Table Al. First-Order Partial Derivatives of the AASHO
Flexible Structural Number with Respect to Design
Parameters.
Design Parameter First-Order Partial Perivative
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Table Dl. First-Order Partial Derivatives of the AASHO Rigid
Thickness with Respect to Design Parameters.
Design Parameter First-Order I'artial Derivatives
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Development of a PGA Rigid Kodel
for the Sensitivity Analysis
The development of the PCA design model is an expansion
of the design criterion that the consumed fatigue resistance
can not be greater than 125 percent, into a single equation
that incorporated the principal design variables. The design
criterion is symbolically written as:
125 = I,
100 SS§ pi]
where ERG = |(ADT) (PTT/100) (PTRHL)365(DL) (AT./1000) =
expected axle load repetitions pir axle
load class (i )
,
ARC = allowable axle load repetitions per axle
load class (i ) ,
ADT = average daily traffic in both directions
(vehicles per day)
,
PTT = percentage of total traffic which is trucks,
PTRHL = 0.85 = fraction of the trucks traveling in
the right-hand lane,
DL = 20 yr = anticipated service life of the
pavement ( years ) and
AT. = axles per 1000 trucks categorized in weight
class (i).
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If the design life and percentage of trucks in the
right-hand lane are assumed to be 20 yr and 85 percent, re-
spectively, then average daily traffic, percentage of trucks
and the distribution of truck axles into various weight classes
are sufficient to estimate the expected number of axle load
repetitions. Allowable axle load repetitions are specified
by the equation:
SR = 0.972 - 0.083 log(ARC) [F2]
where SR = C/MR = stress ratio,
a - stress induced in the pavement by the weight
characteristic of axle load class (i) (pounds
per square inch) and
MR = modulus of rupture of concrete (pounds per
square inch)
.
The above expression was determined from a plot, shown in
Figure Fl, of stress ratios and corresponding allowable
number of repetitions that are specified in the PGA design
procedure. The load-induced stress is calculated from the
formula:
1.68* pJ r 1—tt— 1
1
-
V a/1 r—,u O.925 + 0.22 a/1
J
D2 [F3]
inhere P, = design load equal to the midpoint of axle load
class (i) (pounds),
D = pavement thickness (Inches),
a. = radius of contact for axle loads of class (i)
1 (inches).























































E = 4.0 x 10 = modulus of elasticity of concrete
(pounds per square inch),
M = 0.15 = Poisson's ratio and
k = modulus of subgrade reaction (pounds per cubic
inch)
.
If the midpoint of axle class (i), the radius of contact,
modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio are not regarded as
design variables, the allowable number of axle load repetitions
is a function of the modulus of rupture of concrete, the
pavement thickness and the modulus of subgrade reaction.
Substitution of the design variable into equation Fl and
simplifying and combining terns permits the PCA Rigid design
method to be formulated into a single equation that is adequate
for the sensitivity analysis.
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Table Fl. First-0 rder Partial Derivatives of "he PCA Rigid
Thickness vrith Respect to Design Parameters.
Design Parameter Kirst-Order Partial Derivative
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* The variation of the single traffic parameters of each tech-
nique, except PCA Rigid, is determined as the change produced
by a 0.30 variation in the average daily traffic value, a net
5.0 percent truck traffic change and a 0.30 variation in
axles per 1000 trucks value.


